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Abstract
This thesis utilizes social influence theory and computational tools to examine the disparate
impact of positive and negative ties in nuclear weapons proliferation. The thesis is broadly in
two sections: a simulation section, which focuses on government stakeholders, and a large-scale
data analysis section, which focuses on the public and domestic actor stakeholders. In the
simulation section, it demonstrates that the nonproliferation norm is an emergent behavior from
political alliance and hostility networks, and that alliances play a role in current day nuclear
proliferation. This model is robust and contains second-order effects of extended hostility and
alliance relations. In the large-scale data analysis section, the thesis demonstrates the role that
context plays in sentiment evaluation and highlights how Twitter collection can provide useful
input to policy processes. It first highlights the results of an on-campus study where users
demonstrated that context plays a role in sentiment assessment. Then, in an analysis of a Twitter
dataset of over 7.5 million messages, it assesses the role of ‘noise’ and biases in online data
collection. In a deep dive analyzing the Iranian nuclear agreement, we demonstrate that the
middle east is not facing a nuclear arms race, and show that there is a structural hole in online
discussion surrounding nuclear proliferation. By combining both approaches, policy analysts
have a complete and generalizable set of computational tools to assess and analyze disparate
stakeholder roles in nuclear proliferation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis introduces computational methodologies to the field of policy analysis in nuclear
proliferation, focusing on the role of social influence and positive and negative ties at both the
national and sub-national level. There are two distinct components to this thesis: a simulation
section that explores social science theories in nuclear proliferation, and a large-scale data
analysis section that utilizes social media data. These two approaches speak directly to two sets
of stakeholders in nuclear proliferation: governments and domestic actors. In the simulation
section, the thesis utilizes historical political networks – alliances (positive ties) and hostilities
(negative ties) to explore changes in behavior related to nuclear proliferation, and then draws out
insights related to the current situation in Iran utilizing and expanding the historical model,
focusing on governments and state actors. In the data analysis section, the thesis explores a
dataset collected specifically to study nuclear discussion on Twitter and looks specifically at
discussion related to the Iranian nuclear negotiations. This section addresses domestic
stakeholders by directly assessing public opinion as well as the public account of domestic
political figures. The section also explores the impact of context on sentiment analysis (positive
and negative ties) on the Twitter platform; unlike standard Twitter collections, the nuclear
Twitter dataset contains a high number of messages that are responses to messages. By
combining these two approaches, policy analysts have a complete set of computational tools to
assess and analyze disparate stakeholder roles in nuclear proliferation.
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Table 1. Thesis chapter overview.

Chapter Contribution
2
Implementation of
security model to nuclear
proliferation and
sensitivity testing
3
Extension of security
model to explore policy
implications of security
model
4
Social media evaluation
changes with context
5

In-depth Twitter analysis

Approach
Adapted Friedkin model
sensitivity analysis

Data
Political Alliance
and Hostility
networks

Adapted Friedkin model

Political Alliance
and Hostility
networks

In-person study and evaluation
of social media messages with
and without context
Sentiment analysis, Latent
Dirchlet Analysis, Social
Network Analysis

In-person study with
124 users utilizing
Twitter data
Nuclear twitter
dataset

Countries develop nuclear weapons for a variety of reasons, from concerns arising from security
deficits to a commitment to norms and prestige surrounding nuclear weapons. This work broadly
comes out of two literatures: nuclear deterrence and nuclear proliferation. Nuclear deterrence is
traditionally contrasted with compellence – threats, as opposed to actions – and arguments for
nuclear deterrence focus on relations between two nuclear states as opposed to actions between
non-nuclear and nuclear states. Nuclear proliferation is concerned with the spread of nuclear
material and ultimately, nuclear weapons, outside of the existing international regime outlined by
the non-proliferation treaty (NPT). Unlike deterrence, the proliferation literature examines both
internal domestic motivations for developing weapons in addition to motivations driven by
external actors. We review the “demand” literature – exploring what motivates countries to
develop nuclear weapons – as well as the “supply” literature for insights to develop policy.
The literature on nuclear deterrence emerges out of doctrine and policy developed in
response to a bipolar nuclear world. Deterrence is commonly accepted to have evolved over at
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least three “waves” [1]: an initial wave, which explored the impact of nuclear weapons on world
politics, to a second wave, which combined policy and theory, to a third wave, which highlighted
empirical work. The second wave, which incorporated game theory models, such as the
‘Chicken Game,’ led to important insights about the nature of international relations, but did not
contribute to direct policy implications: while it explained superpower relations, and framed
broad strategic issues, it did not significantly contribute to smaller diplomatic and military efforts
[2], [3] .The lack of empirical evidence made it difficult to evaluate claims made in the
deterrence literature[4], which helped lead to the third wave’s emphasis of empirical work on
risk taking, rewards, misperceptions, and bureaucratic politics[1], [5].
More recent work has expanded deterrence to other types of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD). Traditionally, deterrence requires actors who are rational, resolute, and credible – all
traits that rogue actors, such as North Korea, may not consistently demonstrate [6]. An alternate
perspective is that the presence and threat of any type of WMD make deterrence easier [7]. The
idea is that because the risks surrounding other WMD types is well understood, enough actors
will behave rationally that we can observe deterrent behavior – even with a rogue actor in the
system[8], [9]. Others have argued that the WMD threat makes it easier for rogue states to deter
other actors, such as the United States, from involvement [10], [11].
These threat-based motivations for developing nuclear weapons are most commonly
associated with a realist, or security-based motivation approach to developing nuclear weapons –
one that focuses on nations as actors, and discounts the role of international institutions and
internationally held norms[12]. There are two other major schools, which include domestic politics
and constructivism [13]. The domestic politics school, which focuses on the roles of domestic
actors, argues that the nuclear capability of a country can emerge from disparate actor politics,
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including domestic actors reacting to international actors differently, political economic ambitions,
and nuclear ambivalence [14], [15] [16]. The constructivist school, which focuses on norms,
argues that national leaders and identity play a major role in developing domestic nuclear policy
agendas, including navigating a country’s relationship to international norms [17]-[19].
Past work on quantitative models of nuclear proliferation has focused on generalized
dynamic models incorporating the entirety of the historical data available, finding and identifying
coefficients of global variables utilizing hazard models and generalized logistic regression models
[20]-[22]. As good models, these approaches incorporate variables reflecting qualitative political
science theories, including economic, institutional, and prestige indicator variables. However,
recent work has found that the sign on estimated model coefficients relating to security concerns
are not robust to small changes in data, such as mislabeled dyadic data, missing conflicts, and new
information about past nuclear weapons programs [23], [24] [25]. Specifically, this indicates that
we need a deeper understanding of the dynamics of security-driven motivations to pursue nuclear
weapons.
We will focus on the mechanics of the security model, which has broad support, in
developing our model for nuclear weapons [12]. In the security model, a country that has a nuclear
enemy perceives a security deficit, and is thus motivated to acquire nuclear weapons [26]. The
country may also seek an alliance with a nuclear power that promises to retaliate in case the country
is attacked [27]-[29]. Such alliances provide reassurance for the country and reduce its need for
developing indigenous nuclear weapons. With this approach, we find evidence of emergent
international institutional behavior captured by this system coincident with the introduction of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), with the security model paradigm having greater explanatory
power for nuclear proliferation in a world with the NPT than a world without the NPT.
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On the “supply” side of nuclear proliferation, researchers have turned to assessing a
country’s latent capability—the self-sufficiency of its nuclear industry[30]. Many of these
assessments focus on broad industrial capacity [20], [31], [32]. Examples of such indicators are
uranium deposits, steel production, and vehicle and radio production—all commercial signals.
More recent work has expanded the definition of latent capability to signals in basic research and
policy in addition to commercial activity; Kroenig finds that states receiving specialized nuclear
assistance are more likely to develop nuclear weapons, and Fuhrmann finds that any type of
nuclear assistance increases the probability of a country developing nuclear weapons [33], [34].
These more comprehensive latent capability indices, which place additional emphasis on access
to highly enriched uranium and plutonium, allow for a clearer understanding of the role that
deterrence plays in modern conflict [35], [36].
Three major technical reports—Swords from Plowshares, Harney, and a technical report
from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)—focus on key steps needed to develop
an indigenous weapons program and the length of time involved in achieving full capability [37];
[38];[39]. By focusing on timelines, these papers implicitly highlight the organizational
challenges involved in developing the necessary national institutions involved in nuclear
weapons production, but instead explicitly only focus on institutional outcomes, the nuclear
weapons technology. Furthermore, the focus on timelines obscures the difficulty of obtaining
sufficient fissile material and the broader question of defining a ‘‘full capability’’[40]. Looking
at weaponization exclusively, as these studies did, does not take into account the policy and
commercial contexts that would arise that significantly impede further progress in developing the
associated technology.
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Understanding the interplay between supply and demand is crucial to developing more
effective nuclear nonproliferation policy today. One of the more challenging aspects of studying
this field, especially utilizing quantitative and analytical tools, is that nonproliferation policy has
had some undeniable success over the years: despite the proliferation of nuclear energy
technologies and material, relatively few states have made the decision to become a nuclear
weapons state[41]-[44]. There is something of a catch-22 here: factors that contribute to
proliferation, in being addressed by ongoing nonproliferation policy, make it difficult to study
the quantitative relationship between that factor and nonproliferation.
The goal of this thesis is to connect the ongoing body of policy-oriented political science
[45], [46] with policy-focused explorations of strategic issues [47], [48] [49]. The field is
understandably, and correctly, worried about the impact of statistical “small-n” issues on
interpretations of models, which make uncertainty analysis difficult [50]. This thesis introduces
“large-n” approaches to the field to shift the focus to understanding changes in behavior in systems
– away from focusing on statistically significant inference on sparse data, a feature of historical
nonproliferation data. It introduces a dynamic Friedkin model of social influence utilizing political
networks to infer security motivations to develop a nuclear weapons capability. This model is then
extended to the current security context surrounding the middle east, and explores implications of
this model surrounding Iran. The thesis then shifts focus to Iran and social media discussion. One
of the features of the twitter discussion surrounding Iran is the fact that many posts in this dataset
are reactive and reflective – a feature distinct from standard online social media. The thesis
includes an analysis of some of the challenges in assessing sentiment of those types of social media
posts.
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These chapters are intended to be self-contained; there is some overlap in the background
section between them. A technical report, containing the demographic information as well as the
training materials utilized for the study in Chapter 4, is contained in this thesis as the first
appendix. The second appendix is a listing of ego-networks for all countries in 2015 utilizing
Correlates of War alliance data and International Crisis Behavior hostility data.
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Chapter 2: Simulating Nuclear Proliferation Motivations
In this chapter we develop and test an adapted Friedkin model of opinion dynamics to evaluate
security scenarios and country-level motivation to develop nuclear weapons. In doing so, we
utilize political networks of alliances and hostilities, drawing on both non-proliferation policy
and international relations literature to explore changes in behavior over time. We perform a
large-scale sensitivity analysis of the adapted Friedkin model to observe changes in system
behavior over time. We then consider three hypotheses to explore the implications of the
adapted Friedkin model and future counter-proliferation work.

Background
Countries develop nuclear weapons for a variety of reasons, from concerns arising from security
deficits to a commitment to norms and prestige surrounding nuclear weapons. This work broadly
comes out of two literatures: nuclear deterrence and nuclear proliferation. Nuclear deterrence is
traditionally contrasted with compellence – threats, as opposed to actions – and arguments for
deterrence have focused on actions between two nuclear states as opposed to actions between
non-nuclear and nuclear states. Nuclear proliferation is concerned with the spread of nuclear
material and ultimately, nuclear weapons, outside of the existing international regime outlined by
the non-proliferation treaty (NPT). Unlike deterrence, the proliferation literature examines both
internal domestic motivations for developing weapons in addition to motivations driven by
external actors.
The historical literature on nuclear deterrence emerges out of doctrine and policy
developed in response to a bipolar nuclear world. Deterrence is commonly accepted to have
evolved over at least three “waves” [1]: an initial wave, which explored the impact of nuclear
weapons on world politics, to a second wave, which combined policy and theory, to a third wave,
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which highlighted empirical work. The second wave, which incorporated game theory models,
such as the ‘Chicken Game’, led to important insights about the nature of international relations,
but did not contribute to direct policy implications: while it explained superpower relations, and
framed broad strategic issues, it did not significantly contribute to smaller diplomatic and
military efforts [2], [3] .The lack of empirical evidence made it difficult to evaluate claims made
in deterrence literature[4],which helped lead to the third wave’s emphasis of empirical work on
risk taking, rewards, misperceptions, and bureaucratic politics[1], [5].
Traditionally, deterrence requires actors who are rational, resolute, and credible – all
traits that rogue actors, such as North Korea, may not consistently demonstrate [6]. An alternate
angle, however, is that the presence and threat of any type of weapon of mass destruction make
deterrence easier [7] – threatening an actor, combined with the crystallization of the risk posed
by a WMD to other actors, can make it easier to respond to threats [8], [9]. Others have argued
that the WMD threat makes it easier for rogue states to deter other actors, such as the United
States, from involvement [10], [11].
These external motivations for developing nuclear weapons are most commonly associated
with a realist, or security based motivation approach to developing nuclear weapons – one that
focuses on nations as actors in a state of anarchy [12]. There are two other major schools, which
include domestic politics and constructivism [13]. The domestic politics school, which focuses on
the role of different domestic actors, argues that the nuclear capability of a country can emerge
from disparate actor politics, including responding to international institutions, political economic
ambitions, and nuclear ambivalence [14], [15] [16]. The constructivist school, which focuses on
norms, argues that national leaders and identity play a major role in country motivations [17]-[19].
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Past work on quantitative models and nuclear proliferation have focused on generalized
dynamic models incorporating the entirety of the historical data available, finding and identifying
coefficients of global variables utilizing hazard models and generalized logistic regression models
[20]-[22]. As good models, these approaches incorporate different variables reflecting these
theories, incorporating economic, institutional, and prestige indicator variables.in However, recent
work has found that these model coefficients relating to security concerns are not robust due to
small changes in data, from mislabeled dyadic data to missing conflicts [23], [24]. Specifically,
this indicates that we need a deeper understanding of the dynamics of security-driven motivations
to pursue nuclear weapons.
Maoz has found some limited support for balanced triads – namely, that states with
common enemies tend to ally with each other, states that are indirect enemies also tend to conflict
with each other. Since not all of these may be directly recorded in the immediate data that we
utilize, we have to infer some additional links to test these hypotheses.
The two primary quantitative analyses of the historical data, Jo & Gartzke and Singh &
Way, take two different approaches to tracking national nuclear weapons programs. Jo & Gartzke
distinguish only between having nuclear weapons programs and possession of nuclear weapons.
Singh & Way allow for additional nuance, allowing for countries to transition from no nuclear
weapons program to exploring, from exploring to pursuit, and from pursuit to acquisition.
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Table 2. Table of timelines of nuclear weapons programs in Jo & Gartzke and Singh & Way, adapted from Montgomery &
Sagan. Bolded entries in Jo & Gartzke come from additional sources in Montgomery & Sagan.

Acquired States
USA
Russia
UK
France
China
Israel
India (1)
India (2)
South Africa
Pakistan
Exploring or
Pursued States
South Korea
Libya
Brazil
North Korea
Iraq
Iran (1)
Iran (2)
Argentina
Germany
Japan
Switzerland
Sweden
Yugoslavia (1)
Yugoslavia (2)
Australia
Taiwan (1)
Taiwan (2)
Algeria
Romania
Egypt

Jo & Gartzke (1941-2002)
Programs Possession
1942194519431949194119521954196019561964195519661964-65
197219881971-90
1979-91
19721987-

Singh & Way (1945-2000)
Explore
Pursue
*
*
*
19451945194719461954195519551949195819541964197519801969197419871972-

1971-75
1970-03
1978-90
19821973-02
1974-48
19841976-90
1941-45
1943-45

19591970195319651976-

1970-78
19701978-90
19801982-

19841968-

19851978-90

1946-69
1953-63
1982-87
1956-72
1967-76
1981-89
1960-67

Acquire
1945194919521960196419721974-74
19881979-93
1990-

1956-69
1954-69
1954-65
1974-88
1956-73
1967-77
1986-88
19831985-93

Model structure
Traditionally, Friedkin has been used to show the opinion dynamics of a small group [51]. This
approach has been used to model opinion changes among political stakeholders in major
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processes such as voting in the EU and extremist behavior [52] . The basic concept is simple:
individual opinions change after interacting with others through a social network.
Operationalizing it initially seems intimidating, but the fundamental approach is still fairly
simple.
Unlike past applications of the Friedkin model where only one type of network is
considered, we modify it to reflect the different levels of motivation enforced by different
networks. We are influenced not only by individuals in our immediate social friend network, but
also by the actions of those we consider to be competitors or those hostile to us. In an
international relations setting, we have two sets of networks, which we might expect to have very
different influences on our behavior: an alliance network and a hostility network.
At a high level, the Friedkin equation (equation 1) consists of 3 parts. 𝑊𝑦#$% represents
actors’ extrinsic attitudes resulting from external influence, 𝑦% represents intrinsic attitudes that
reflect actors’ own characteristics and constraints, and A represents the relative weight that
actors place on extrinsic attitudes. The Friedkin model can apply to any attitude. In this work, we
consider the attitude to be the motivation to develop nuclear weapons.

Equation 1. Friedkin model equation

𝑦# = 𝐴𝑊𝑦#$% + 𝐼 − 𝐴 𝑦%
In the equation, 𝑦# is an 𝑁×1 vector that represents country attitudes at time t. The attitude of each
country follows scaling given in Figure 1, where 0.5 represents an indifferent attitude, larger values
represent a positive attitude and smaller values represent a negative attitude. 𝐴 =
𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 𝑎%% , … , 𝑎55 , … , 𝑎66 , 0 ≤ 𝑎55 ≤ 1 is a 𝑁×𝑁 diagonal matrix with diagonal weights
indicating the level of influence that each actor puts on outside actors. 𝑊 = 𝑤5: , (0 ≤ 𝑤5: ≤
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1,

6
: 𝑤5:

= 1) is an 𝑁×𝑁 matrix that represent inter-actor influence. More specifically, 𝑤5:

represents the extent to which actor 𝑗 has on actor 𝑖. W is computed using the formula 𝑊 = 𝐴𝐶 +
𝐼 − 𝐴 where 𝐶 = 𝑐5: is a 𝑁×𝑁 matrix of relative interpersonal influence such that (𝑐55 = 0, 0 ≤
𝑐5: ≤ 1,

6
:@% 𝑐5:

= 1). Finally, 𝑦% is a 𝑁×1 vector representing actors’ initial attitudes.

0

Negative

0.5

Positive

1

Indifferent
Figure 1. Scaling of attitude values

The extrinsic attitude term 𝑊𝑦#$% can only capture influence from one class of tie between
two actors. We modify this to represent two kinds of extrinsic influence for two kinds of networks:
alliances and hostilities. In order to simplify the discussion, we initially consider a single country
that has a single enemy and a single ally, and derive a new term for the extrinsic motivation.
Subsequently, we modify that expression into a vectorial expression that captures the extrinsic
motivation of all countries. Finally, we include that vectorial expression into Equation 1, obtaining
the modified equation model.
Based on past work examining historical trends in nuclear proliferation, we find
coefficients 𝛼% , 𝛼B and 𝛼C in Equation 2 that reflect current behavior of countries interested in
developing nuclear weapons. At the country level, we describe motivation as the linear sum of
the effect of hostilities, alliances, and the interaction of alliances and hostilities.

Equation 2. Extrinsic motivation coefficient equation

𝑚# = 𝛼E + 𝛼% 𝑒#$% + 𝛼B 𝑓#$% + 𝛼C 𝑒#$% 𝑓#$%
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This motivation applies to only one country. We are interested in obtaining a vectorial expression
that simultaneously captures the motivation of all states. We now assume that 𝑀# , 𝐸#$% and 𝐹#$%
are Nx1 vectors. To preserve these vectors, we now place values of F along a diagonal matrix.
Equation 3. Vectorial form of extrinsic motivation

𝑀# = 𝛼% 𝐸#$% + 𝛼B 𝐹#$% + 𝛼C (𝐸#$% ) 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝐹#$% )
Given that 𝐸#$% captures whether countries’ enemies have nuclear weapons at time t-1, and 𝐹#$%
captures whether allies have nuclear weapons, we can write 𝐸#$% = 𝑊K 𝑦(#$%) and 𝐹#$% =
𝑊L 𝑦(#$%) , where 𝑊K captures international hostilities and 𝑊L captures international alliances.
Finally, we obtain

Equation 4. Adapted Friedkin Model Equation

𝑦# = 𝐴 [ 𝛼% 𝑊K 𝑦#$% + 𝛼B 𝑊L 𝑦#$% + 𝛼C 𝑊K 𝑦#$% 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑊L 𝑦#$% )] + 𝐼 − 𝐴 𝑦%
Comparing the initial Friedkin model and the adapted Friedkin model, the primary change has
been allowing for two types of networks – as well as a third interaction term – to exist within the
W term.

We utilize the model in the following way:
1. Obtain GDP of all countries for the year being studied, and calculate 1log(GDPi)/log(GDPmax). These are the values of diagonal matrix A.
2. Union the past 10 years of alliances and hostilities networks. These are the alliance
and hostility networks 𝑊L , 𝑊K .
3. Determine the coefficients 𝛼% , 𝛼B , 𝛼C that you will utilize for this run.
4. Identify the countries that have nuclear weapons and set their values in the 𝑦% vector
to 1; set all other values of 𝑦% to 0.5
5. Iterate the model. The first few iterations will show some dramatic changes in
opinion; however, these changes will settle after the first few iterations, with
increasingly smaller marginal differences between each iteration after the 10th
iteration. For consistency, the results in this study utilize the 30th iteration.
6. Evaluate the 30th iteration: if a country is ‘Pursuing’ nuclear weapons, or is listed as
having ‘Acquired’ nuclear weapons at any point over the following 5 years, it should
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have a score greater than 0.5 – this contributes to ‘True Positives’. If a country has a
score greater than 0.5 but is not in either category, it is a ‘False Positive’. If a country
has a score below 0.5 but is ‘Pursuing’ nuclear weapons or is a nuclear weapons state,
it is scored as being a ‘False Negative’.
7. Repeat for all possible combinations of coefficients 𝛼% , 𝛼B , 𝛼C
8. Utilizing True Positive, False Positive, and False Negative counts, calculate F1 scores
and identify the range of coefficients for the highest-scoring F1 runs.
The next section goes into further detail about the rationale for utilizing these inputs to the
adapted Friedkin model.

Table 3. Summary table of data utilized for Friedkin model

Model Dimensions
Variable
A
nxn

𝑊K

nxn

𝑊L

nxn

𝑦%

nx1

Description

Modification

Diagonal matrix
indicates how
much country i
weighs opinions
of others in its
network
Network of
hostilities

1National GDP from
log(GDPi)/log(GDPmax) World Bank
Historical GDP
Data

Network of
alliances
Country initial
motivation to
develop nuclear
weapons

Source

Normalized by column
sum

International Crisis
Behavior, Uppsala
Conflict Data
Program
Correlates of War

Set to 0.5 if country is
a non-nuclear weapons
state; 1 if country is a
nuclear weapons state

Acquired

Data and Implementation
There are four primary sources of data utilized for the adapted Friedkin model: world GDP data,
for matrix A, the political alliance and hostility networks, and the initial set of countries with
nuclear capabilities. These are summarized in the table below.
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Influence ceded to others

To model the weight given to other individuals in the network, A, we utilize a normalized version
of the country’s GDP. We utilize the ratio of the log of country GDPs; we anticipate that
countries with smaller GDPs are more sensitive to pressures from alliances and hostilities than
countries with larger GDPs. The log of the country’s GDP, rather than the strict ratio of a
country’s GDP, is used to spread out the magnitude of different levels of GDP; otherwise, most
countries are simply dwarfed by the scale of America’s overall GDP. This allows for larger
regional economic powerhouses, such as Germany and Japan, to not simply cede everything to
external influence – for example, consider Germany’s GDP (roughly 3.8 trillion USD) against
the US GDP (roughly 17 trillion USD). Without the log normalization, the model would
attribute 80% of Germany’s opinion on nuclear proliferation to external networks; with the log
normalization, the model assumes that roughly 50% of Germany’s opinion on nuclear
proliferation is determined by its external networks.
A country with a larger GDP anticipating economic retaliation for changing its position on
weapons of mass destruction will be more insulated from an anticipated marginal shock than a
country with a smaller GDP, where the equivalent nominal economic shock will have a much
higher marginal value. In our runs, we utilize historical GDP data from the World Bank[53].
For countries where there is missing World Bank data (i.e. parts of the USSR, African states as
they declare independence), the median GDP for the time period is used instead.

Alliance and Hostility Networks

The political alliance network is based on the formal alliance network from the Correlates
of War (COW) project, using the interstate alliance data set v4.1[54]. The data set distinguishes
between four kinds of treaties: a defense pact, a neutrality pact, a non-aggression pact, and ententes.
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For our analysis, we consider all forms of alliance to indicate an alliance. For the historical models,
active alliances over the past ten years are considered; i.e. for the 1960 run, all alliances in effect
from 1950-1960 are considered.
For the hostilities network, we use two sources: the International Crisis Behavior (ICB)
project at the University of Maryland and the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) at the
University of Uppsala, Sweden[55], [56]. The ICB project data covers violent and non-violent
conflicts during the period 1918-2013. The UCDP data covers violent conflicts that caused at least
25 deaths in a calendar year during the period 1993-2014. We consider all state-to-state hostilities
covered in both datasets over the past ten years; i.e. for the 1960 run, all hostilities from 19501960 are considered.
In the Friedkin model, we modify both the Alliance and Hostility networks so that the
column sums of the matrix are equal to 1. This is counterintuitive, as typically the influence that
country i exerts over country j is normalized by row i. However, in the Friedkin influence equation,
these networks are used as inputs to describe the amount of influence that country j exerts over
country i – so the column sum is used. This is especially important given the relative centrality of
key actors such as the United States. For many countries, the US is the only country in its hostility
or alliance network. If these networks were normalized by row, instead of by column, because the
US is involved in so many alliances and hostilities, the model would show that the US exerts
relatively little influence in the system.
For the extended networks in each time period, we utilize matrix multiplication to identify
friends-of-friends, a common approach in social network analysis. This approach utilizes a trick
to combine the two distinct networks first; as a result it differs slightly from the approach used in
Maoz [57] as we are primarily utilizing symmetric alliance and hostility matrices.
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We first

illustrate the method in pseudocode and then demonstrate its efficacy in a three key examples. A
indicates the Alliance network; H indicates the Hostilities network; they have the same size, are
symmetric, and all elements are positive. EA and EH represent the Extended Alliance and Extended
Hostilities networks respectively.

[Combined] = [A]-[H]
[Extended] = [Combined]2
[EA] = [A] ; [EH] = [H]
For element (i,j) in [Extended]:
If element (i,j) > 0: [EA]ij = 1
If element (i,j) < 0: [EH]ij = 1
Set diagonals of [EA], [EH] = 0

Example 1:
For example, suppose there are three countries A, B, and C. An alliance exists between A and B,
as well as B and C. In a network, we would describe this in a matrix as:

0 1 0
𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1 0 1
0 1 0
With countries A, B, and C corresponding respectively to rows and columns 1, 2, and 3.

Taking the square of this, we obtain:

1 0 1
𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 0 2 0
1 0 1
B
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Going through this element by element, and adding positive elements to the existing alliance, we
get the transitive alliance between A and C.

0 1 1
∴ 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1 0 1
1 1 0

Example 2:
Instead of the ties between A and B and B and C being alliances, consider them as hostilities.

0 1 0
𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 0 1
0 1 0

Combining this with the (empty) alliance matrix, we obtain:

0 −1 0
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = −1 0 −1
0 −1 0
Taking the square of this matrix, we obtain:
1 0 1
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 B = 0 2 0
1 0 1
Going through this element by element, we now have the following extended alliance and
extended hostility networks:
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0 0 1
𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 0 0 0 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
1 0 0

0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

The new tie between A and C can be considered an extension of “the enemy of my enemy is my
friend”.

Example 3:
Finally, we examine an unbalanced triad: assume an alliance exists between A and B, and a
conflict exists between B and C.
0 1 0
𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1 0 0 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
0 0 0

Then:

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

0 1
0
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 0 −1
0 −1 0

∴ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 B =
Leading to:

1 0 −1
0 2 0
−1 0 1

0 1 0
𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 1 0 0 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
0 0 0

0 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 0

This can be interpreted as extending the hostility network; “the enemy of an ally is also an
enemy”.

Dynamic implementation and hypotheses
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A primary concern of past work in analyzing past proliferation trends focuses on regression
models, left-censoring, and over-representing risks of proliferation. While these models are
useful analyses of historical events, they also implicitly assume that behavior is identical over
time. An alternative approach is to directly simulate the security context that each state finds
itself in over time, compare relevant simulations to the historical record, observe emergent
behavior, and draw policy conclusions to determine if behavior changes over time.
In the simulation, we model the security context for countries over the past ten years and
use it to try and predict the motivation of countries to develop nuclear weapons over the next five
years. For each simulation run, we consider the initial motivation of a country at time y1 to
pursue nuclear weapons as 1 if the country possesses nuclear weapons and 0.5 otherwise as in
Figure 1 above. As the Friedkin model runs towards consensus, we run the simulation 30 times
to identify the outcomes of each time period’s security context on country motivations.
As we are working with a very sparse dataset of countries that have in fact proliferated
we have to perform an exhaustive search over the range of coefficient space to identify optimal
models that have the “best fit” for historical data. The table below specifies the range and grid
size of coefficients used.
Equation 5. Adapted Friedkin Model Equation

𝑦# = 𝐴 [ 𝛼% 𝑊K 𝑦#$% + 𝛼B 𝑊L 𝑦#$% + 𝛼C 𝑊K 𝑦#$% 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑊L 𝑦#$% )] + 𝐼 − 𝐴 𝑦%

Table 4. Table of coefficients and grid size used for each model run

Coefficient
𝜶𝟏
𝜶𝟐
𝜶𝟑
𝑾𝑯 , 𝑾𝑭

Description
Hostility Coefficient
Alliance Coefficient
Interaction Coefficient
Hostility, Alliance networks
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Range, Grid Size
[-1,1], by 0.1
[-1,1], by 0.1
[-.5,.5], by 0.1
Taken from past 10 years of
alliance, hostility data

Runs are evaluated based on F1 scores, which place equal weight on precision and recall. At the
end of each run, the model is evaluated with countries having motivation above 0.5 as being
countries pursuing nuclear weapons, and countries with motivation below 0.5 as not being
motivated to pursue nuclear weapons.
To evaluate the effectiveness of this model, in addition to the existing nuclear powers at
the time, the model had to identify countries that were “Pursuing” (when using Singh & Way
data) at any point or had “Programs” (when using Jo & Gartzke data). These countries had to be
effectively pursuing nuclear weapons at any point over the next five years. For example, the
model in 2000 was evaluated based on whether it detected, in addition to existing nuclear
powers, North Korea, Libya, and Iran, all countries that according to Singh & Way were
pursuing nuclear weapons from 2000-2005. If a country ended its program in that year, it was
not considered as part of the evaluation criteria; for example, while the 1985 model was
evaluated based on whether it detected Argentina and Brazil’s programs, since both countries
ended their programs in 1990, the 1990 model is not evaluated based on whether Argentina and
Brazil are detected.

We consider three hypotheses about these models:
1. Do these models hold up in robustness when using different sources of data?
2. Do these models provide evidence for seeing extended alliance and deterrence
activity in nuclear proliferation?
3. Do these models perform better when trying to predict countries that are interested in
exploring nuclear weapons as opposed to detecting just countries that are actively
pursuing nuclear weapons?
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To explore the first hypothesis, we run the model using Singh and Way data and contrast it with
a modified version of Jo & Gartzke’s data, considering Libya, Australia, and Egypt’s programs
[58] [59] [60].
To explore the second question, we run Singh and Way data and explore the impact on the
coefficients when using extended alliance, extended hostility, and extended alliance and hostility
networks as inputs.
To explore the third question, we explore comparing inputs and outputs in two ways: we first
expand the set of countries that we evaluate models on, to see if the models can identify
countries that are both “pursuing” and “exploring” nuclear weapons. We also examine how well
the model can identify countries “exploring” nuclear weapons if we consider “acquisition” and
“pursuing” countries to have an initial motivation of 1 in the models.

Results
Each summary table of results contains the following statistics: the maximum F1 score of the
model that ran for that time period, the median coefficients for Hostility, Alliance, and
Interaction for models with the highest F1 score, a count of the number of models with the
maximum F1 score, and a percentage of the overall gridded coefficient space that the “best fit”
model matches with.
The first question speaks to the robustness of the overall model. It should be noted that
the two datasets are most distinct at the beginning of the timeline; while the best fit models in
1960 do not overlap between Singh and Way and Jo & Gartzke, the later dates do have
significant overlap.
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Table 5. Summary table of models utilizing Singh & Way data

1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995

Max F1
Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
% of Grid
0.6153846
-0.2
0
-0.1
3893
80%
0.625
-0.1
-0.1
-0
4380
90%
0.5714286
1
-0.3
0.5
3
0%
0.6956522
-0.1
-0.1
0
4233
87%
0.64
0.4
0.8
0.4
55
1%
0.6428571
1
1
-0.2
3
0%
0.8148148
0.7
0.7
0.3
197
4%
0.8148148
1
1
0.3
5
0%

2000 0.7619048

-0.4

0

-0.1

58%

2797

Table 6. Summary table of model utilizing Jo & Gartzke corrected data

Year
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

Max F1
0.5263158
0.6315789
0.5454545
0.5
0.5925926
0.6
0.8148148
0.8148148
0.7826087

Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
0.7
0.8
-0.2
-0.1
0.4
1
0.7
1
0.2

0.6
0.5
0
-0.1
0.8
1
0.7
1
-0.1

0.5
0.4
-0.1
0
0.4
-0.2
0.3
0.3
0.1
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61
141
4020
4235
55
3
197
5
553

% Of
Grid
1%
3%
83%
87%
1%
0%
4%
0%
11%

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

S&W

0.4

J&G

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
Figure 2. Graph comparing maximum F1 scores of Singh and Way (S&W) and Jo & Gartzke (J&G) data

We find there is weak evidence supporting looking at the extended networks. Strictly looking at
the maximum F1 scores, the model that uses both extended networks does a slightly better job of
predicting nuclear programs compared to using either extended network alone or the baseline
Singh & Way data. However, this very small level of increased accuracy suggests that the
second order effects of extended hostilities are already demonstrated in the results of the Friedkin
model.
In considering the improved accuracy of extended networks, the majority of the increased
accuracy appears to come from utilizing the extended hostility network. This is probably due to
the way the hostility network is transformed in looking at extended hostilities; the original
hostility network is relatively sparse, while the alliance network has relatively dense components
(as it takes into account large military alliances such as NATO and the Arab League). The
extended hostility network therefore is changed much more significantly when compared to the
original hostility network. In contrast, the extended alliance network is not significantly different
from the original alliance network, even though it considers both “enemy of my enemy is my
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friend” and “friends of friends are friends” types of connections; the former set of new links is
small as the hostility network is sparse, and the latter set of new links is relatively small as the
alliance network has distinct components.
A significant difference in considering the results of extended networks compared to the
baseline is the changed value of alliances. Unlike the baseline Singh and Way data, which
clearly highlights the role that alliances can play in promoting proliferation in a post NPT world,
the extended networks tell a slightly different story, with alliances only sometimes contributing
to nuclear proliferation. While there is a similar emergent NPT effect in a smaller number of
coefficients matching the top F1 score, the onset of the smaller set of coefficients takes place in
1985, not in 1980 – suggesting that while the NPT was successful in promoting a
nonproliferation norm, it might not have spread as quickly as suggested in the baseline model.
Table 7. Summary table of Model utilizing Extended Alliance network

Max F1
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.6153846
0.625
0.5555556
0.6956522
0.6153846
0.6428571
0.8148148
0.7826087
0.7619048

Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
-0.2
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.6
-0.4

-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0
0.9
0.6
0
0

-0.1
0
-0.1
-0.1
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
-0.1
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3820
4369
3936
4145
216
9
58
2051
2800

% Of
Grid
79%
90%
81%
85%
4%
0%
1%
42%
58%

Table 8. Summary table utilizing Extended Hostility network

Max F1
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.7272727
0.7142857
0.625
0.7619048
0.6363636
0.6428571
0.8461538
0.88
0.7619048

Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
-0.8
-0.7
-0.7
-0.8
-0.8
0.9
0.7
0.5
-0.5

-0.2
-0.1
0.1
-0.25
-0.2
-0.4
0.6
0.4
0

-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
-0.3
-0.3
-0.4
-0.2
0
-0.1

590
1384
925
588
699
8
40
426
2761

% Of
Grid
12%
29%
19%
12%
14%
0%
1%
9%
57%

Table 9. Summary table utilizing Extended Alliance and Hostility networks

Max F1
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.7272727
0.7142857
0.625
0.7619048
0.6363636
0.6666667
0.8461538
0.88
0.8421053

Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
-0.8
-0.7
-0.6
-0.8
-0.8
0.25
0.7
0.5
-1

-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
-0.3
-0.4
-0.75
0.8
0.4
-0.9

-0.3
-0.2
-0.2
-0.3
-0.3
0.35
-0.2
0.1
-0.5
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635
1406
1008
644
769
6
24
421
21

% Of
Grid
13%
29%
21%
13%
16%
0%
0%
9%
0%

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
S&W

0.6
0.5

EA

0.4

EH

0.3

Both

0.2
0.1
0
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
Figure 3. Graph comparing maximum F1 scores for models using Singh & Way, Extended Alliance (EA) network input, Extended
Hostility (EH) network input, and both EA & EH networks input.

Overall, trying to predict both “Exploring” and “Pursuing” countries significantly decreases
model F1 scores. This suggests that countries may enter the “Exploring” phase of starting to
consider nuclear weapons for reasons beyond their security context. We see this again when
trying to predict “Exploring” countries directly, in the next set of models.
Table 10. Summary table of model looking at predicting “Seeking”: both "Exploring" and "Pursuing"

Max F1
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.5
0.4347826
0.4444444
0.5517241
0.5714286
0.6956522
0.7586207
0.7857143
0.7619048

Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
0.7
-0.1
1
-0.1
0.4
-0.1
0.7
1
-0.4

-0.1
-0.1
-0.3
-0.1
0.8
1
0.7
1
0

0.2
0
0.5
0
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
-0.1
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811
4380
3
4233
55
7
197
5
2797

% Of
Grid
17%
90%
0%
87%
1%
0%
4%
0%
58%

Here it should be noted that while the overall F1 scores are higher for predicting “Exploring”
while setting initial values to 1 for countries that are both “Pursuing” and have “Acquired”
nuclear weapons, the overall number of cases is much higher. This suggests that the security
model does not do a good job explaining these cases overall.
Table 11. Summary table of model looking at predicting Singh and Way "Exploring"

Max F1
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.6666667
0.6428571
0.7333333
0.8
0.8571429
0.8823529
0.8666667
0.8888889
0.88

Hostility Alliance Interaction Count
0.7
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.3
-0.3
0.3
-0.4

-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
0
0
-0.1
-0.1
0
0

0.3
0
-0.1
0
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
0.1
-0.1

793
4320
3911
4149
3902
3437
3505
3306
2796

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

S&W

0.5

Exploring

0.4

Seeking

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Figure 4. Graph comparing maximum F1 scores for Singh & Way, Exploring, and Seeking.

Discussion
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% Of
Grid
16%
89%
81%
86%
80%
71%
72%
68%
58%

We find some emergent effects of the NPT – signed in 1969 by major nuclear powers and
adopted by countries around the world largely through the 1970s. In all of these models, focus
on the models in 1980 and beyond; these model runs incorporate networks of alliances and
hostilities in a world after the NPT was signed, as the models incorporate all alliances and
hostilities looking back over 10 years.
Looking at the baseline Singh and Way models in 1980 and beyond, we find that
alliances tend to be positive, instead of negative, contributors to a country’s motivation to
develop nuclear weapons. This suggests that countries receiving sensitive nuclear assistance, as
suggested by Koenig and Fuhrmann, are driving modern proliferation efforts.
This is not to discount security concerns and motivations – in cases and models where
alliances contribute to motivation, it should be noted that security concerns and hostilities also
contribute to country motivations to develop nuclear capabilities.
However, it should be noted that before the NPT, it looks like there were several
additional motivations besides a security model for developing nuclear weapons. Consider that
if a country is strictly motivated by its security context, the time period’s best run should occupy
a relatively small percent of the overall gridded coefficient space.
Table 12. Percentage of overall grid space occupied by "best fit" runs.

1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

S&W
J&G
EA
EH
EA & EH Seeking Exploring
80%
1%
79%
12%
13%
17%
16%
90%
3%
90%
29%
29%
90%
89%
0%
83%
81%
19%
21%
0%
81%
87%
87%
85%
12%
13%
87%
86%
1%
1%
4%
14%
16%
1%
80%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
71%
4%
4%
1%
1%
0%
4%
72%
0%
0%
42%
9%
9%
0%
68%
58%
11%
58%
57%
0%
58%
58%
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Before 1980, both Singh & Way and Jo & Gartzke data suggest that there are alternate
explanations for why countries are developing nuclear weapons – the ‘best fit’ models capture a
majority of the entire gridded space. After 1980 – and in a world with the NPT – we see better
evidence for countries wanting to develop nuclear weapons strictly due to the security model.
This analysis does limit itself to states as unitary actors. It also focuses only on states,
when we know that there are domestic actors, as well as sub-state actors, that drive security
considerations and proliferation decisions. It does not consider the terror associated with a
‘dirty’ bomb, or the technical capabilities required for missile delivery systems. But it shows
that the historical motivation for developing nuclear weapons cannot only be described by the
security context.
Another limitation of the analysis is its focus on a general nuclear weapons capability,
which does not distinguish between a broad second-strike capability (such as Trident), having a
hydrogen bomb (significantly more powerful), or having tactical nuclear weapons (‘micronukes’). To extend the analysis to each of these different types of weapons, a very similar
approach could be utilized; instead of evaluating and initializing the Friedkin model on having a
nuclear weapons program, the focus should be on delivery systems and platforms. The focus on
distinct platforms and actual delivery capability distinguishes some of the different nuclear
proliferation timelines available, such as Singh and Way and Jo and Gartzke.
The analysis does a thorough sensitivity analysis of different coefficients utilized in the
Friedkin model. However, it also takes as a given existent political alliance and hostility
networks. There is the potential for ‘noise’ in these input networks, especially in the alliance
network – as alliances may exist on paper but may not address cultural hostilities. The effect of
these ‘paper’ alliances is mitigated by the hostility network and the interaction coefficient in the
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Friedkin equation. These alliances also may not reflect actual operational alliances, such as
ongoing intelligence sharing between the US, Canada, the UK, Australia, and New Zealand, or
backchannels of communication used between the United States and rogue states such as North
Korea.
The primary impact of these missing types of alliances is to highlight the different
degrees to which states are embedded in broader security alliances – missing operational
alliances may play a role in overstating some country motivations to develop a nuclear
capability. However, missing backchannel alliances do not play a significant role in the analysis
as we are interested in assessing and simulating country security contexts – while backchannels
provide insight into favorable diplomatic alliances, they do not consistently reflect security
reassurances.
It is important to highlight that this is a global model, highlighting global trends in
nuclear proliferation. For using this model in a policy application, I recommend focusing on a
regional set of actors and changing the behavior of different networks to determine how those
changes affect the subset of regional actors – keeping in mind that the entirety of the global
system is being simulated. A sample of this type of analysis is presented in the next chapter,
which focuses on the Middle East and Iran in particular. One of the major questions to explore
in a policy analysis is the impact of alliances on motivations to develop a nuclear capability to
determine if a nuclear ‘arms race’ appears imminent in the region.
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Figure 5. Stylized ego network of state (circled) motivated

Figure 6. Stylized ego network of country (circled) not

to develop nuclear capability. Yellow node indicates

motivated to develop nuclear capability. Yellow node indicates

nuclear weapons state.

nuclear weapons state.

One of the conclusions reached in this analysis is that alliances play a significant role in
developing nuclear weapons. To provide some additional stylized examples, the first figure
above shows a country motivated to develop nuclear weapons due to both its alliances and its
hostilities with nuclear weapons states, while the second figure above shows a country not
motivated to develop nuclear weapons despite being embedded in an alliance with nuclear
weapons states. In the former, the country at risk has both an alliance and a hostility with a
nuclear weapons state, as well as a broad alliance with non-nuclear countries and hostilities with
two other nuclear weapons states and conventional weapons states. It faces both an alliance as
well as hostility from nuclear weapons, which in the model contributes to its motivation to
develop a nuclear capability. In contrast, the second example shows a country very well
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embedded in a defense alliance with some nuclear weapons states. It does not face a threat from
a nuclear weapons state; despite having nuclear weapons powers as part of its alliance network,
because it does not also face a nuclear security hostility, the model does not show the country as
being motivated to develop a nuclear capability.
There are very few countries that have a similar match to the former type of country
currently – one that is well positioned and motivated to develop a nuclear weapon. The countries
that currently closest fit this profile are Syria, Libya, Iran, Ukraine, and South Korea – all simply
because they are closely tied to countries that have nuclear weapons in both their alliance and
hostility networks. Most countries do not appear in the hostility network data, and the ones that
appear in alliance network data are primarily in regional military alliances. In the most recent set
of ICB conflict data, for example, India and Pakistan are primarily concerned with each other.

Figure 7. India-Pakistan dyad ego-net. Red indicates hostile tie; green indicates alliance.

And for the opposite scenario, Denmark appears firmly ensconced in the NATO alliance; highly
unmotivated to develop a nuclear capability despite being in an alliance with three major nuclear
powers. As the majority of other countries in the alliance do not have nuclear powers, combined
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with the fact that there is no hostility with a nuclear weapons state, other members of NATO in
the Friedkin model are not motivated to develop a nuclear capability.

Figure 8. Denmark's ego-net. While heavily involved in NATO missions, there are no direct hostility ties.

This work suggests that current counter-proliferation efforts should focus on supplies, alliance
networks, and special assistance. Next in-depth analyses should focus on the spread of nuclear
scientific and technical capabilities, regional and sub-state actor contributions to motivations, as
well as discerning potential signals from broader populations. A later chapter aims to do this by
analyzing a large Twitter data set focused on discussions of nuclear technologies.
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Chapter 3: Extending Historical Friedkin Model to Iran
We investigate the broader strategic context surrounding a nuclear capable Iran given current
hostilities and alliances in the region. We emphasize that these results are part of a broader
ongoing discussion regarding proliferation in the region. We first discuss some background on
nuclear proliferation, describe the model and data being used, list the hypotheses used, review
results, and then conclude.

Background
Countries develop nuclear weapons for a variety of reasons, from concerns arising from security
deficits to a commitment to norms and prestige surrounding nuclear weapons. This work broadly
comes out of two literatures: nuclear deterrence and nuclear proliferation. Nuclear deterrence is
traditionally contrasted with compellence – threats, as opposed to actions – and arguments for
deterrence have focused on actions between two nuclear states as opposed to actions between
non-nuclear and nuclear states. Nuclear proliferation is concerned with the spread of nuclear
material and ultimately, nuclear weapons, outside of the existing international regime outlined by
the non-proliferation treaty (NPT). Unlike deterrence, the proliferation literature examines both
internal domestic motivations for developing weapons in addition to motivations driven by
external actors.
The literature on nuclear deterrence remains broadly based in Cold War thinking as
doctrine and policy developed in response to a bipolar nuclear world. Deterrence is commonly
accepted to have evolved over at least three “waves” [1]: an initial wave, which explored the
impact of nuclear weapons on world politics, to a second wave, which combined policy and
theory, to a third wave, which highlighted empirical work. The second wave, which
incorporated game theory models, such as the ‘Chicken Game’, led to important insights about
the nature of international relations, but did not contribute to direct policy implications: while it
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explained superpower relations, and framed broad strategic issues, it did not significantly
contribute to smaller diplomatic and military efforts [2], [3] .The lack of empirical evidence
made it difficult to evaluate claims made in deterrence literature[4],which helped lead to the third
wave’s emphasis of empirical work on risk taking, rewards, misperceptions, and bureaucratic
politics[1], [5].
Traditionally, deterrence requires actors who are rational, resolute, and credible – all
traits that rogue actors, such as North Korea, may not consistently demonstrate [6]. An alternate
angle, however, is that the presence and threat of any type of weapon of mass destruction make
deterrence easier [7] – threatening an actor, combined with the crystallization of the risk posed
by a WMD to other actors, can make it easier to respond to threats [8], [9]. Others have argued
that the WMD threat makes it easier for rogue states to deter other actors, such as the United
States, from involvement [10], [11].
These external motivations for developing nuclear weapons are most commonly associated
with a realist, or security based motivation approach to developing nuclear weapons – one that
focuses on nations as actors in a state of anarchy [12]. There are two other major schools, which
include domestic politics and constructivism [13]. The domestic politics school, which focuses on
the role of different domestic actors, argues that the nuclear capability of a country can emerge
from disparate actor politics, including responding to international institutions, political economic
ambitions, and nuclear ambivalence [14], [15] [16]. The constructivist school, which focuses on
norms, argues that national leaders and identity play a major role in country motivations [17]-[19].
Past work on quantitative models and nuclear proliferation have focused on generalized
dynamic models incorporating the entirety of the historical data available, finding and identifying
coefficients of global variables utilizing hazard models and generalized logistic regression models
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[20]-[22]. As good models, these approaches incorporate different variables reflecting these
theories, incorporating economic, institutional, and prestige indicator variables.in However, recent
work has found that these model coefficients relating to security concerns are not robust due to
small changes in data, from mislabeled dyadic data to missing conflicts [23], [24]. Specifically,
this indicates that we need a deeper understanding of the dynamics of security-driven motivations
to pursue nuclear weapons.
The goal of this paper is to connect the ongoing body of policy-oriented political science
[45] with policy-focused explorations of strategic issues [47], [48] [49].

The field is

understandably- and correctly- worried about the impact of statistical “small-n” issues on
interpretations of models, which make uncertainty analysis difficult. We propose a new approach
that aims to follow overall changes in behavior – as opposed to model a static system – to capture
changes in international system norms and behaviors over time. This paper is an application and
extension of this work.
We will focus on the mechanics of the security model in developing our model for nuclear
weapons, which has broad support [12]. In the security model, a country that has a nuclear enemy
perceives a security deficit, and is thus motivated to acquire nuclear weapons[26]. The country
may also seek an alliance with a nuclear power that promises retaliation in case the country is
attacked [27]-[29]. Such alliances provides reassurance for the country and reduces its need for
developing indigenous nuclear weapons. With this approach, we find evidence of emergent
international institutional behavior captured by this system coincident with the introduction of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty.
In this paper, we specifically explore the impact of existing networks of hostilities and
alliances on actors in the middle east, utilizing a modified version of Friedkin’s opinion dynamics
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model to simulate the effects of these networks on individual actors. While there has been a
concerted effort to remove other kinds of WMD from the region (i.e. removing chemical weapons
from Syria), one of the core policy goals of the Iranian negotiations was to remove Iranian nuclear
capability. We explore this impact, as well as the sensitivity of the model to changes in network
structure, and implications of the model.

Model structure
Traditionally, Friedkin has been used to show the opinion dynamics of a small group [51]. This
approach has been used to model opinion changes among political stakeholders in major
processes such as voting in the EU and extremist behavior [52] .
Unlike past applications of the Friedkin model where group consensus is reached, we
modify it to reflect the different levels of motivation enforced by different networks. We are
influenced not only by individuals in our immediate social friend network, but also by the actions
of those we consider to be competitors or those hostile to us. In an international relations setting,
we consider the networks of countries in alliances and networks of countries with hostilities. We
first introduce the formal model and then demonstrate how the model is modified.
At a high level, the Friedkin equation (equation 1) consists of 3 parts. 𝑊𝑦#$% represents
actors’ extrinsic attitudes resulting from external influence, 𝑦% represents intrinsic attitudes that
reflect actors’ own characteristics and constraints, and A represents the relative weight that
actors place on extrinsic and intrinsic attitudes. The Friedkin model can apply to any attitude. In
this work, we consider the attitude to be the motivation to develop nuclear weapons.

Equation 6. Friedkin model equation

𝑦# = 𝐴𝑊𝑦#$% + 𝐼 − 𝐴 𝑦%
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In the equation, 𝑦# is an 𝑁×1 vector that represents country attitudes at time t. The attitude of each
country follows scaling given in Figure 1, where 0.5 represents an indifferent attitude, larger values
represent a positive attitude and smaller values represent a negative attitude. 𝐴 =
𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔 𝑎%% , … , 𝑎55 , … , 𝑎66 , 0 ≤ 𝑎55 ≤ 1 is a 𝑁×𝑁 diagonal matrix with diagonal weights
indicating the level of influence that each actor puts on outside actors. 𝑊 = 𝑤5: , (0 ≤ 𝑤5: ≤
1,

6
: 𝑤5:

= 1) is an 𝑁×𝑁 matrix that represent inter-actor influence. More specifically, 𝑤5:

represents the extent to which actor 𝑗 has on actor 𝑖. W is computed using the formula 𝑊 = 𝐴𝐶 +
𝐼 − 𝐴 where 𝐶 = 𝑐5: is a 𝑁×𝑁 matrix of relative interpersonal influence such that (𝑐55 = 0, 0 ≤
𝑐5: ≤ 1,

6
:@% 𝑐5:

= 1). Finally, 𝑦% is a 𝑁×1 vector representing actors’ initial attitudes.

0

Negative

0.5

Positive

1

Indifferent
Figure 9. Scaling of attitude values

The extrinsic attitude term 𝑊𝑦#$% can only capture influence from one class of tie between
two actors. We modify this to represent two kinds of extrinsic influence for two kinds of networks:
alliances and hostilities.
We find a new term that captures nuclear deterrence, nuclear reassurance and the
interaction between the deterrence and reassurance. We then substitute 𝑊𝑦#$% in Equation 1 by
the new term in order to find the modified equation model. In order to simplify the discussion, we
initially consider a single country that has a single enemy and a single ally, and derive a new term
for the extrinsic motivation. Subsequently, we modify that expression into a vectorial expression
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that captures the extrinsic motivation of all countries. Finally, we include that vectorial expression
into Equation 1, obtaining the modified equation model.
Based on past work examining historical trends in nuclear proliferation, we find
coefficients 𝛼% , 𝛼B and 𝛼C in Equation 2 that reflect current behavior of countries interested in
developing nuclear weapons. At the country level, we describe motivation as the linear sum of
the effect of hostilities, alliances, and the interaction of alliances and hostilities.

Equation 7. Extrinsic motivation coefficient equation

𝑚# = 𝛼E + 𝛼% 𝑒#$% + 𝛼B 𝑓#$% + 𝛼C 𝑒#$% 𝑓#$%
This motivation applies to only one country. We are interested in obtaining a vectorial expression
that simultaneously captures the motivation of all states. We now assume that 𝑀# , 𝐸#$% and 𝐹#$%
are Nx1 vectors. To preserve these vectors, we now place values of F along a diagonal matrix.
Equation 8. Vectorial form of extrinsic motivation

𝑀# = 𝛼% 𝐸#$% + 𝛼B 𝐹#$% + 𝛼C (𝐸#$% ) 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝐹#$% )
Given that 𝐸#$% captures whether countries’ enemies have nuclear weapons at time t-1, and 𝐹#$%
captures whether allies have nuclear weapons, we can write 𝐸#$% = 𝑊K 𝑦(#$%) and 𝐹#$% =
𝑊L 𝑦(#$%) , where 𝑊K captures international hostilities and 𝑊L captures international alliances.
Finally, we obtain

Equation 9. Adapted Friedkin Model Equation

𝑦# = 𝐴 [ 𝛼% 𝑊K 𝑦#$% + 𝛼B 𝑊L 𝑦#$% + 𝛼C 𝑊K 𝑦#$% 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑊L 𝑦#$% )] + 𝐼 − 𝐴 𝑦%
We discuss the different coefficients used in this model in the following section.
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Data
There are four primary sources of data utilized for the adapted Friedkin model: world GDP data,
for matrix A, the political alliance and hostility networks, and the initial set of countries with
nuclear capabilities. These are summarized in the table below.
Table 13. Summary table of data utilized for Friedkin model

Model
Variable
A

𝑊K
𝑊L
𝑦%

Description

Modification

Diagonal matrix indicates 1how much country i
log(GDPi)/log(GDPmax)
weighs opinions of others
in its network
Network of hostilities
Normalized by column
sum
Network of alliances
Country initial
motivation to develop
nuclear weapons

Set to 0.5 if country is
a non-nuclear weapons
state; 1 if country is a
nuclear weapons state

Source
National GDP in 2010 from
World Bank Data

International Crisis
Behavior, Uppsala Conflict
Data Program
Correlates of War
Recognized nuclear
weapons states: United
States, Russia, China,
United Kingdom, France,
Israel, Pakistan, India,
North Korea

To model the weight given to other individuals in the network, A, we utilize a normalized version
of the country’s GDP. We utilize the ratio of the log of country GDPs; we anticipate that
countries with smaller GDPs are more sensitive to pressures from alliances and hostilities than
countries with larger GDPs. A country with a larger GDP anticipating economic retaliation for
changing its position on weapons of mass destruction will be more insulated from an anticipated
marginal shock than a country with a smaller GDP, where the equivalent nominal economic
shock will have a much higher marginal value. In our simulations, we utilize 2010 GDP data
from the World Bank[53].
The political alliance network is based on the formal alliance network from the Correlates
of War (COW) project, using the interstate alliance data set v4.1[54]. The data is first filtered to
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reflect dyadic alliances in force from 1995-2012. The data set distinguishes between four kinds of
treaties: a defense pact, a neutrality pact, a non-aggression pact, and ententes. For our analysis, we
consider all forms of alliance to indicate an alliance. We utilize alliances formed from 1995-2005
for the Alliance network in the 2005 simulation, and alliances formed from 2005-2012 for the
Alliance network in the 2015 simulation. In the 2015 simulation, we explicitly add the alliance
between Russia and Syria.
For the hostilities network, we use two sources: the International Crisis Behavior (ICB)
project at the University of Maryland and the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) at the
University of Uppsala, Sweden[55], [56]. The ICB project data covers violent and non-violent
conflicts during the period 1918-2013. The UCDP data covers violent conflicts that caused at least
25 deaths in a calendar year during the period 1993-2014.
The last used networks to fit the historical model are from 2000 – however, there have been
several major international events, such as the attacks on September 11th, 2001, as well as the
invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, since then. We contrast the hostilities and alliance networks
from 1995- 2005 with the hostilities and alliance networks from 2005-2015. The most recent
dyadic version of these conflicts, ICB 11, was released earlier in February 2016 and only goes up
through 2013 hostilities and events. These updated hostility networks include NATO involvement
in the Libyan civil war, as well as Russian aggression in Georgia and Ukraine.
In the Friedkin model, we modify both the Alliance and Hostility networks so that the
column sums of the matrix are equal to 1. This way, an element in row i, column k reflects
normalized weight that country k has on country i. For example, in the network picture below of
hostilities in 2005 and 2015, Syria has hostilities with Israel, the United States, and Turkey in 2015,
while the United States has conflicts with Syria, Iran, Libya, and North Korea. The value of
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HostileSyria, US is 0.33 while HostileUS, Syria is 0.25, reflecting the different normalizations based on
the number of hostilities that the country has.

Figure 10. Sphere of influence of Iran, two degrees out. Hostilities 1995-2005 in blue; Hostilities 2005-2015 in orange.

For this analysis we consider the following countries to have nuclear weapons: the United States,
Russia, China, the United Kingdom, France, Israel, Pakistan, India, and North Korea. Their
initial values are set to 1; all other countries are set to have an initial motivation level of 0.5.

Historical model and hypotheses
The historical model considers nuclear powers in the given year to have a high motivation to
develop nuclear weapons, and utilizes the adapted Friedkin equation to explore a gridded
coefficient space to identify the countries over the next five years that will also want to develop
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nuclear weapons. It considers motivations over 0.5 as motivated to develop nuclear weapons.
We find that the Non-Proliferation Treaty does seem to affect behavior – after ratification, it
appears that the coefficients that most accurately model the spread of nuclear weapons indicate a
role for the alliance network. The summary table below highlights the coefficients that
contribute to versions of the model with the maximum F1 score for the predicted five years.

The first thing to note about the coefficients that we use as a baseline for the Iranian scenario is
that unlike the previous four time periods, which have small numbers of cases matching, there
are a wide set of potential coefficients that explain the current situation. Additionally, unlike the
previous four time periods, where hostilities and security seem to be significant drivers of
motivation, as evidenced by the fact that the alliance coefficient is smaller than the hostility
coefficient, hostilities seem to drive down motivation in the median case for 2000.
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This allows us to consider three hypotheses about the drivers of proliferation in a world after
9/11:
-

Countries continue to be significantly motivated by security concerns to develop nuclear
weapons (large hostility coefficient)
Countries distrust extended security guarantees (large alliance coefficient)
Alliances discourage countries from developing nuclear weapons (negative alliance
coefficient)

Table 14. Summary table of historical model1.

Max F1

Year

1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000

0.612
0.625
0.57
0.70
0.64
0.64
0.81
0.81
0.76

Median
Median
Median
No.
% of grid
Hostility
Alliance
Interaction Matching
Coefficient Coefficient Coefficient Cases
-0.2
0
0.1
3893
80%
-0.1
-0.1
0
4380
90%
1
-0.3
-0.5
3
0%
-0.1
-0.1
0
4233
87%
0.4
0.8
-0.4
55
1%
1
1
0.2
3
0%
0.7
0.7
-0.3
197
4%
1
1
-0.3
5
0%
-0.4
0
0.1
2797
57%

We then use these hypotheses to explore the implications for the security context in the middle
east. A table of the coefficients used in the two hypotheses is shown below. All three sets of
coefficients have the same F1 score of 0.76. For the security hypothesis, the smallest interaction
coefficient that was also part of the set had a value of -0.5. Just as in the historical model, the
Friedkin models are run for 30 iterations; as we are not randomizing effects, we do not utilize
Monte Carlo or average out results.

1

The historical model is explored using the historical proliferation data from Singh & Way as a
baseline.
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We also run a parallel set of simulations exploring the impact of ISIS in the region. For
the purposes of the simulation, we assume ISIS is influenced by other nations in its network at
the same rate as Syria; we do not give it any neighbors in the Alliance network, but highlight its
hostilities with the following countries, either through direct military operations, such as France,
Iran, Iraq, Syria, Russia, Turkey, and United States, or through countries that have official ISIS
affiliates, including Afghanistan, Algeria, Egypt, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen
[61]-[63].

Figure 11. ISIS Egonet. Red ties indicate hostilities; green indicate alliances. Yellow nodes indicate nuclear weapons state.

Table 15. Table of coefficients used in hypotheses

Hypotheses
Baseline
Security
Alliance distrust
Alliance discourage

Hypothesis

A
B
C

Hostility
Coefficient
-0.4
0.6
-0.4
-0.4
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Alliance
Coefficient
0
0
0.6
-0.6

Interaction
Coefficient
-0.1
-0.5
-0.1
-0.1

Figure 12. Plot of coefficients with identical F1 scores at F1 = 0.76.

Results
The first thing to note about the model – as well as the different hypotheses used – is that while
we focus on Iran, Syria emerges in all time periods as being a country that is significantly
motivated to develop a nuclear capability. This suggests that even as the country continues to
face civil war, it is a country at a unique crossroads in terms of alliances and hostilities. We now
examine the three hypotheses, focusing first on results without considering the role of ISIS, and
conclude with an examination of how ISIS has impacted other country motivations in this model.
Under the security hypothesis, that hostilities increase motivations to develop nuclear
weapons, we find that Iran would find today’s current security context to be more of a hostile
environment – and should increase its motivation to develop nuclear weapons. As a landmark
security event in 2015 has been Iran’s negotiating away its major nuclear capabilities for the
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immediate future, this suggests that Iran views investments in conventional weapons and warfare
sufficient for its current security needs.

16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

A 2005

A 2015

Figure 13. % Change from baselines under Hypothesis A in 2005 (blue) and 2015 (orange)

In hypothesis B, we find little evidence of a nuclear distrust of alliances – there would
have been a greater push for pursuit of nuclear weapons back in 2005. The network has changed
and distrust would only marginally increase motivation to develop a capability. It should be
noted here that in the alliance network, many of the majority Sunni states are structurally
equivalent; they embed themselves in the Arab League and as a result of the weighting
normalization, exert relatively little influence on each other due to the sheer number of member
states.
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16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%

B 2005

B 2015

Figure 14. % Change in baseline under hypothesis B, 2005 (blue) and 2015 (orange)

In examining the alliances hypothesis we find that Israel, as a relatively isolated country in the
region, slightly increases its motivation to hold on to its nuclear capability. Many of the other
countries face a mirror image of what we observe in Hypothesis B, suggesting existing alliances
are providing sufficient support for the region at the national level.

Hypothesis C % Change from Baselines
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-10%
-12%
-14%
-16%
C 2005

C 2015

Figure 15. % Change in baseline under Hypothesis C, 2005 (blue) and 2015 (orange)
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Comparing the three hypotheses in 2005 and 2015, we see that despite major structural changes
in the hostilities network from 2005-2015, we see relatively few major swings in overall countrylevel motivation to develop nuclear weapons. Both increasing tensions and distrusting alliances
only moderately increase motivations to develop an indigenous nuclear capability. Due to the
relatively few direct interactions that Iran has with many Arab states in this model, the model
also finds that directly simulating an Iranian nuclear capability exerts a relatively small change in
the overall behavior of other actors in the region.
Unlike the previous three presented hypotheses, when incorporating ISIS, we only
compare hypotheses to the 2015 baseline, re-calculated with ISIS as an agent with hostilities
listed in the previous section. We then re-run the coefficients listed to test hypotheses A, B, and
C.

Table 16. Summary table of % change results incorporating ISIS*, which has a negative motivation value in the baseline
calculation. It was compared against a value of 0.5 for the 2015 baseline. It has a positive actual value under Hypothesis A and
negative actual value under Hypotheses B and C.

Bahrain
Egypt
Iran
ISIS*
Israel
Kuwait
Lebanon
Morocco
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Syria
UAE
Yemen

% Change
% Change
% Change
% Change
from 2015
Hypothesis A
Hypothesis B Hypothesis C
Baseline
(without ISIS)
0%
0%
3%
-3%
0%
0%
3%
-2%
0%
2%
1%
-1%
-232%
-335%
18%
-17%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
-2%
-1%
4%
3%
-3%
0%
0%
2%
-2%
0%
0%
2%
-2%
0%
0%
2%
-2%
0%
0%
1%
-1%
26%
-2%
16%
-15%
0%
0%
1%
-1%
0%
0%
3%
-3%
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In modeling the motivations of ISIS, we find that strictly incorporating its hostilities lead to an
overall decrease in motivation for its utilizing a nuclear weapon. The only hypothesis where it
shows an increased motivation is in the security hypothesis.

Discussion
This modeling approach has some limitations, which are related to broader trends and the reality
of conflict in this region. Despite these limitations, this approach and framework are useful first
steps towards identifying and quantifying non-proliferation policy goals.
The first major limitation of this approach is that it only takes into account state actors.
While it can be easily expanded to account for non-state actors, as we have done by
incorporating hostilities such as ISIS, in doing so it can provide a false sense of security by
showing that relations are relatively stable in the region. Utilizing the adapted Freidkin model to
model state actors was a deliberate choice: developing a fully-fledged indigenous nuclear
capability historically has only been successfully achieved by nation-states. Many non-state
actors have attempted – and ultimately, failed – to pursue a fully fledged program. While our
historical model finds evidence of emergent institutional behavior thanks to the introduction of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty, we do not directly model institutional or economic effects related
to the pursuit of nuclear weapons, such as the mitigating effect of an institution such as the
International Atomic Energy Agency or the economic possibility of purchasing nuclear material
and materiel through covert networks.
The reality of conflict in this region is dominated by non-state actors playing proxy roles
for major regional states. We do not directly observe the increasingly important role played by
non-state actors in the region that contribute to the regional conflict between Shiite and Sunni
factions. In particular, two conflicts have escalated and have made modeling more difficult as
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they involve significant non-state actors: the civil wars in Yemen and Syria. In Yemen, Shiite
Houthi rebels, thought to be aided by state support from Iran, are fighting against Yemeni
government forces, which are aided by a Saudi-led coalition of predominantly Sunni forces[64].
In Syria, the government has recently been aided by direct Russian military support nominally
focusing on attacking ISIS but in reality providing significant cover for the existing regime [65].
In both cases, there are major non-state actors involved – Houthi rebels and ISIS.
It is appropriate to use ISIS in the Friedkin model as it has shown itself to be a substantial
and persistent actor that has presented a security threat with a wide range of state actors. It has
also demonstrated its willingness and ability to use other types of WMDs, giving it additional
credibility. It presents a different type of security risk than, for example, the Yemeni Houthi
rebels, who primarily present a threat to Yemen.
Despite these limitations, Friedkin remains a useful tool to measure and simulate network
effects. It is important to remember that it only considers strategic structural motivations related
to nuclear weapons. It does not, for example, directly relate to the extremist narratives espoused
by some of these sub-state actors. Day-to-day policy needs to not only rely on these ‘demand’
side modeling approaches but also keep in check ‘supply’ side considerations for all kinds of
WMD[48]. These supply side considerations have led to cooperation, such as US-Syrian-Russian
cooperation in removing chemical weapons from Syria [66], as well as broader concern over
ISIS access to enriched uranium material sufficient for a ‘dirty bomb’ [67].
Consider the following ego nets of four key players in the Iran case: Iran, Israel, Saudi
Arabia, and Syria. In Iran’s case we see that Iran is lightly embedded in an alliance with
Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Syria, China, and Pakistan, with
security pressures from the US, UK, France, and ISIS. It appears to be relatively balanced in
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terms of having nuclear powers both facing it down in hostility as well as nuclear powers that
support it militarily. In the COW data, Russia is not listed as providing a military alliance to Iran.

Figure 16. Iran Egonet in 2015. Orange node indicates nuclear weapons state; red ties indicate hostility, green ties indicate
alliance.

In Israel’s case, we see that it has direct hostilities with Lebanon and Syria, and alliances with
Egypt and Jordan. The network data does not capture ongoing hostilities that Israel has with the
rest of the region, and as can be seen in the appendix, Egypt and Jordan take on major brokerage
roles in connecting Israel to the rest of the middle east.
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Figure 17. Israel egonet in 2015. Orange node indicates nuclear weapons state; red ties indicate hostility, green ties indicate
alliance.

We see that Saudi Arabia is tightly embedded in the Arab League states; its only listed hostility
is with ISIS, which we have added. Saudi Arabia has provided extensive military assistance to
several Arab League members, including Yemen and Bahrain, to stop their own domestic
disturbances.
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Figure 18. Saudi Arabia egonet in 2015. Orange node indicates nuclear weapons state; red ties indicate hostility, green ties
indicate alliance.

Syria is an outlier state – we see that it is embedded in the Arab League, but that it also has
positive ties with Iran and hostilities with the US, Turkey, ISIS, and Israel.
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Figure 19. Syria egonet in 2015. Orange node indicates nuclear weapons state; red ties indicate hostility, green ties indicate
alliance.

In assessing the different results from this what-if scenario, one of the most interesting things
that comes out is Syria’s emergence as being a critical country from a nuclear proliferation
perspective over Iran’s much more prominent nuclear program. Like Saudi Arabia, Syria is
embedded in the Arab League, which appears to have a moderating effect on most of its
members. Unlike Saudi Arabia, however, Syria has explicit military alliances with a nuclear
power (Russia), as well as hostilities with two nuclear powers (the US and Israel). The addition
of these two nuclear threats, combined with a nuclear power ally, puts Syria over the top in its
motivation to develop a nuclear capability.
Iran, by contrast, while maintaining alliances with two nuclear power states (China and
Pakistan) and hostilities with three (the US, France, and the UK), appears to balance out its
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overall motivation to develop a nuclear capability. Iran is embedded in a far less dense alliance
among the Central Asian states – its only alliance outside of that nexus is to Syria, a non-nuclear
state. Despite a worsening of its security context – as measured here, through hostility networks
– Iran appears to be less motivated to develop a nuclear capability when both its alliance and
hostility networks are considered in the Friedkin model.
The last two hypotheses in this chapter’s experiments explored the impact of alliances on
the pursuit of nuclear weapons at a regional level. In finding that many of the Arab League
states are not motivated to develop a nuclear capability, combined with Iran’s willingness to give
up its most direct path to a nuclear weapon, we find that the region is unlikely to pursue a nuclear
arms race. Saudi Arabia’s embeddedness in a political network that overwhelmingly pursues
conventional weapons, as well as its lack of a direct hostility with nuclear weapons states,
indicates that it is on a track to continue pursuing conventional weapons to satisfy its security
requirements – even with Israel’s nuclear capability in the region. As Israel is relatively isolated
in the political networks, if it continues to stay isolated its effect will be relatively small.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated an application of computational modeling to explore different political
science hypotheses in a highly contested region. We have demonstrated it is relatively easy to
extend this computational model to take into account non-state actors, but caution that it can be
difficult to see emergent regional trends without regional expertise to validate certain linkages in
the network data. By combining this computational model with supply-side approaches, we will
be better able to highlight risks and impending changes to existing networks of alliances and
hostilities.
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Future work in this area should address other stakeholders in the nuclear proliferation
process, from sub-state actors (including domestic political actors) to direct measurement of
public stakeholders. Some stakeholders can be assessed through developing richer network data
to more effectively model sub-state actor alliances and hostilities. This can be done through
more extensive text mining of extremist narratives, as well as funding network information,
which can be obtained at a regional level. It should also marry motivation and demand-side
simulation models with supply-side data, such as the presence of CBRN materiel and delivery
mechanisms, to develop a more accurate profile of the immediate risks in the region.
Another approach to identifying stakeholders is through monitoring social media data.
For example, in monitoring social media tweets related to nuclear proliferation, we find that
while Iran was not a major source of tweets in the lead-up to the Iran Deal being announced,
when the joint framework was announced, the majority of nuclear-related tweets coming out of
the country were highly positive. Twitter in particular is a particularly rich vein for monitoring
and understanding the PMOI Iranian government in exile, which came out as being both strongly
negative on the Iran deal as well as strongly negative on nuclear topics. Further exploring this
area will prove to be a rich data source for future researchers.
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Data and Figure Appendices
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Figure 20. % compared to 2005 baseline; Hypothesis A (blue), Hypothesis B (Orange), Hypothesis C (Grey)
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Figure 21. % compared to 2015 baseline; Hypothesis A (blue), Hypothesis B (Orange), Hypothesis C (Grey)
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Table 17. Normalized Total Degree Centrality of Binarized Alliance and Hostility Networks

Alliances
2005
Alliances
2015
Hostilities
2005
Hostilities
2015

Bahrain Egypt
Iran
Israel
Kuwait
Lebanon Morocco
0.10
0.11
0.04
0.02
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.10

0.04

0.01

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.01

0.00

Oman
Alliances
2005
Alliances
2015
Hostilities
2005
Hostilities
2015

Qatar
0.10

Saudi
Syria
UAE
Yemen
Arabia
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.11

0.10

0.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.02

0.00

0.00
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Chapter 4: Impact of Context on Social Media Posts
Traditional approaches to sentiment analysis have three problems: the approaches were
originally developed to analyze larger bodies of text, they ignore the social context of social
media, and they are primarily focused on only one dimension of sentiment. As social media text
can be extremely short, and due to the expense associated with obtaining labeled data necessary
to train machine learning algorithms, most approaches to sentiment analysis today rely on
extensive lexicons with the goal of having some text match words that we know map to generally
positive or negative sentiment [68]-[70].
Most approaches to sentiment analysis in social media focus exclusively on the content of
the message, ignoring the metadata and subsequent social context that the message comes out of
[71]-[74]. For example, a user posting she is ill will receive positive, supportive posts on social
media. Analyzing the social network associated with the flow of those messages would result in
an incorrectly classified positive association with that sickness. While some analyses of social
network sentiment incorporate analysis of a user’s social media ties, these studies rely on
aggregated posts and do not consider individual responses to news, topics, or events[75] [76].
Finally, sentiment is typically analyzed along a single dimension: positive and negative, with a
minority of research considering objectivity [71] [77]. However, there are other dimensions to
emotions, informed by cultures, which affect how individuals respond to events. Affect control
theory (ACT) formalizes the way that individuals respond to events by classifying evaluation,
potency, and action, allowing for cross-cultural comparisons of events [78], [79] [80]. Evaluation
is the most similar dimension to most sentiment tools today: it is a spectrum from unpleasant and
negative to pleasant and positive. Power reflects the social and external relations individuals
have, going from weak and powerless to strong and powerful. Activity, in contrast to power,
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reflects internal relationships to emotion, going from unexciting and inactive to exciting and
active. In this study, we utilize a recent dictionary consisting of over 2,000 terms to populate
lexicons to identify messages along potency and activity[81].
The paper seeks to explore three key areas: how affect control theory can inform sentiment
analysis, how individuals perceive messages seen without context differently from messages
with context, and finally, the implications of context for existing tools. We examine the impact
of context along all three dimensions of affect control theory, compare evaluations of messages
with and without context, and compare individual ratings with automated scores given by
sentiment analysis tools.

Data
We utilize a subset of a study where 96 individuals collectively rated 5,780 Twitter posts [82]. In
the broader study, individuals were given a brief 5-minute training on the three dimensions of
ACT, which can be viewed in the technical report [82]. Individuals then each rated 120 Twitter
posts three times, once for each dimension of ACT. The 120 Twitter posts evaluated fall into
four categories: A) individual Twitter posts, B) responses to Twitter posts, C) the original post
that response posts were made to, and D) the same responses seen in category B) – presented this
time with the context of the original post. This paper focuses on the changes in response that
individuals had from rating category B) tweets to category D) tweets.
Each set of 120 Twitter posts were evaluated twice. We only considered Twitter
conversations where the original post was not a response itself. To ensure a broad diversity of
topics, we chose Twitter posts from four broad areas, as outlined in the table below.
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Table 18. Topic categories for data used.

Nuclear

Arab Spring

General

Haiyan

Dates

Sep 2014 – Oct
2014

Oct 2009-Nov
2013

Sep 2013 – Aug
2014

Nov 2013 –
Dec 2013

Sample
Keywords

Nuclear
proliferation,
heavy water,
uranium
720

Tahrir Square,
Arab Spring

n/a

Haiyan,
Typhoon
Yolanda

720

720

720

Number of
Twitter Posts

For “General” posts we randomly selected English-language posts from the “Gardenhose”, or
10% of the total Twitter firehose, so we did not utilize keywords to select the topics.

Comparing responses with and without context
We first explore the data by displaying the distribution of ratings across message categories. We
then perform a deeper dive into the different topics making up the dataset and show that we see
the same behavior in changed evaluations across all topics. This allows us to make
generalizations about the data as a whole and not limited to a subset of our data.
In the histograms below we plot the overall ratings that individuals recorded. Ratings are
on a five point Likert scale from negative to positive for Evaluation, weak to strong for Power,
and active to passive for Activity. We see that within Power and Activity, the overall profile of
responses is consistent whether the post is the original post, the response, or the response viewed
with context. The most variation appears to be within Evaluation, which sees slightly more
negative posts in responses.
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Figure 22. Histogram of responses across ACT dimensions and post category.

There is some minor variation across topic categories, but there is significant robustness when
comparing differences in the evaluation of responses with and without context.

Figure 23. Difference in evaluation ratings of responses with and without context

We see that in all four categories, we see substantially similar distributions of differences in
evaluation across the four categories. The largest bin of changes across all four topics is no
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change. There is a slightly larger number of individuals changing their evaluations to more
negative in Arab Spring tweets.
In repeating this analysis for the other two dimensions of ACT, we see a similar pattern
unfold – that regardless of the source of the data, there is a significant amount of change
occurring across all three dimensions of Affect Control Theory. We now describe these changes
more quantitatively and show that a similar analysis on simulated data does not yield the same
result.

Features of responses with context
While the histograms give the appearance that the most common change in ratings after seeing
context is no change - half the time, individuals are, in fact, changing their ratings. 46% of
Evaluations were changed upon seeing context, 50% of Potency ratings were changed, and 52%
of Activity ratings were changed.
Table 19. Table of features of changed ratings. Changed Total and Changed Valence percentages are based on all responses;
other percentages are based on the number of responses that changed valence.

Changed Total
Changed
Valence
Changed to
Neutral
Changed to
Pos./Str./Act.
Changed to
Neg./Weak/Pas.

Evaluation
1,329 (46%)

Potency
1,439 (50%)

Activity
1497 (52%)

905 (31%)

1140 (40%)

1138 (40%)

316 (35%)

391 (34%)

360 (32%)

341 (38%)

430 (38%)

375 (33%)

267 (30%)

329 (29%)

419 (37%)

In fact, at least 30% of post ratings changed valence after seeing context – 40% for Potency and
Activity ratings. Since all ratings were made on a five point Likert scale, we considered all
ratings to be one of 3 valences: Negative, Neutral, or Positive for Evaluation; Weak, Neutral or
Strong for Potency; and Passive, Neutral, or Active for Activity.
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We find that of the posts which changed valence, changes were made relatively
uniformly – to either positive/strong/active, neutral, or negative/weak/passive – in overall similar
numbers, with about one third of the posts that changed valence going to each category.
We investigated whether viewing context made it more likely to make a post be
perceived as being more extreme or whether it largely attenuated ratings. Of posts that changed
ratings, 22%, 18%, and 23% of ratings respectively for Evaluation, Potency, and Activity
changed to extreme positions. It appears that it is more likely to attenuate an overall rating –
while there are larger numbers of neutral ratings in general, a larger proportion of those posts
that changed valence across all dimensions of ACT changed to neutral as opposed to changing to
a more “extreme” position on the Likert scale.

Validation
To validate these findings, we created two simulated datasets with similar summary properties as
our data to highlight how the results we obtain are not simply due to data manipulation. Two
simulated datasets were used because of uncertainty in the underlying distribution of responses.
Each simulated dataset replicates one third of the responses for a given topic area, so there are 12
paired sets of 90 draws.
The first simulated dataset is drawn from a binomial distribution with four draws and a
probability of success of 50%. The second simulated dataset is drawn from a multinomial
distribution with five bins with probabilities matching the distribution of categories in the
Evaluative dataset. As in the original experiment, where we had two individuals evaluate the
same data, we duplicated this data and randomly replaced half of the simulated data to ensure our
data had a weighted Cohen’s kappa around 0.60, again in line with the data collected from the inperson study.
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Table 20. Table of summary statistics comparing binomial and multinomial simulated data

1st Quartile
Median
Mean
3rd Quartile
Std. Dev.

Eval.
2
3
2.8
4
1.1

Potency
2
3
3.1
4
1.1

Activity
2
3
3.2
4
1.2

Binom.
2
3
3.0
4
0.98

Multi.
2
3
2.9
4
1.1

Figure 24. Distribution of Kappas across topic areas and for simulated data; ‘Sim_B’ indicates data drawn from the binomial
distribution, ‘Sim_M’ indicates data drawn from the multinomial distribution.

Figure 25. Histogram of binomial and multinomial simulated data sets.

We find that when comparing our simulated data with difference ratings seen with and without
context, the simulated data has a considerably larger variance. In addition to this larger
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variance, significantly more respondents choose not to change their rating when compared with
our randomly generated data.

Figure 26. Histogram of difference in evaluation ratings for Arab Spring contrasted with difference in ratings taken from
simulated data.

These results show that a key finding of our original study – that about 50% of all ratings change
after re-evaluating the message with context – is not simply an artifact of data manipulation.
Table 21. Table of difference statistics, compared with binomial and multinomial simulated data.

Mean
Variance
Mean
count of ‘0’
ratings
across
topic areas

Eval.
0.10
0.94
388

Pot.
0.04
1.3
360

Act.
0.02
1.5
346

Binom.
0.03
1.7
217

Multin.
-0.13
2.4
196

Implications for current tools
We evaluated the implications of these findings for current sentiment analysis tools in use. We
used VADER [83], as well as the most recent ACT lexicon [81] and the CASOS Universal
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Thesaurus to create a simple sentiment analysis tool that matched n-gram expressions within the
Twitter messages – all dictionary methods that are the current standard approach for sentiment
analysis tools due to the problem of sparse training data given the short length of Twitter
messages [3]. Due to the relatively low kappa ratings, a larger machine learning model was not
created – as that would have compounded the problem of fragile machine learning algorithms
overtraining on incorrect data.
We found through sensitivity analysis that changing the window of what was considered
a “neutral” message to being a score from (-0.1,0.1), to (-0.05, 0.05), to (-0.01, 0.01) did not
significantly change overall accuracy rates of the sentiment analysis tools used. We set 0.05 as
the window for neutral messages for both of the following tables.
Table 22. Sentiment Analysis Tool Matching Rates for Evaluation with neutral score window of 0.05

Original Message
Response

VADER
51%
52%

Universal Thesaurus
35%
33%

ACT
39%
34%

Response with Context

50%

35%

35%

Table 23. Sentiment Analysis Match rates for Power and Activity using ACT Lexicon, neutral score window of 0.05

Original Message
Response
Response with Context

Power
39%
37%
38%

Activity
34%
29%
29%

We see that overall sentiment analysis tool ratings appear to match response ratings – as well as
original message ratings – at relatively low rates. While our data shows that individuals do
change their perceptions of social media messages once they view the message in context, it is
harder to draw a connection between automated evaluations of sentiment and what these
perceptions are. Future work should further examine the role of size of neutral-rated messages
and see if this significantly impacts overall accuracy ratings of sentiment miners.
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We take a closer look at match ratings by identifying datasets that had high kappa and
datasets that had low kappa. We isolated the ten highest and ten lowest kappa ratings for each
axis of ACT; in taking our study, raters had different agreement rates for each axis. All subsets
incorporated datasets from each topic group. The table below shows the ranges of the kappas for
the data analyzed.
Table 24. Ranges of 10 highest and 10 lowest weighted kappas for each ACT axis.

Evaluation
Low
High
-0.023-0.37

0.66-0.75

Potency

Activity

Low

High

Low

High

-0.33-0.007

0.33-0.49

-0.13-0.042

0.27-0.34

While we would expect a higher match rate for the subset with higher kappas, we find that
overall match rates are identical to the overall population. These rates are not significantly
improved by looking at the average rating provided by both raters.
Table 25. Match rates for Evaluation tools, contrasting 10 highest and 10 lowest kappa datasets

Original Message
Response
Response with
Context

Highest Kappas
VADER UT
47%
36%
42%
41%
40%
44%

Lowest Kappas
VADER UT
46%
38%
47%
34%
47%
33%

ACT
35%
42%
40%

Table 26. Match ratings for Power with neutral window of 0.05

Original Message
Response
Response with
Context

Highest Kappas
40%

Lowest Kappas
38%

38%
40%

33%
35%
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ACT
38%
32%
34%

Table 27. Match rates for Activity with neutral window of 0.05

Original Message
Response
Response with
Context

Highest Kappas
36%

Lowest Kappas
35%

28%
29%

27%
29%

Discussion
Social media is a dynamic communication medium – useful for a variety of policy applications,
from tracking extremist groups to guiding soft power efforts internationally to raising social
awareness. Social media messages are inherently social – they are messages that are meant to be
shared and disseminated across platforms. In this study, we have limited our analysis to short
conversation snippets on Twitter, and we have only examined the text messages contained in
those social media posts. However, many platforms also allow embedding more dynamic media
– from GIFs to memes to YouTube videos.
Understanding social contagion and the dynamics of social movements requires
understanding the context that these movements come out of. Messages are always viewed in
context: for example, a popular online hashtag, #NetflixAndChill, while sounding innocuous,
refers to a casual sexual encounter – and quickly served as a shibboleth for ‘hip’ internet users.
Understanding the context surrounding the hashtag requires readers to be aware of considerably
more than the current 140 characters Twitter allows in messages. If we are going to
quantitatively assess these movements and understand how this change is proliferating across
social media, we need to develop better tools that can capture and reflect the ratings of
individuals reading and responding to these messages.
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The implications of this finding on measuring soft power sentiment: additional structural
considerations need to be taken when measuring and observing online discussion of topics.
While it is useful to aggregate and distinguish social media posts by their immediate sentiment,
additional consideration must be taken to couch posts in the structure of online conversation. If
there are several unique posts about a topic, it is going to be more informative to do an analysis
of the original posts instead of simply analyzing and aggregating responses to the posts, many of
which may be a simple endorsement of the original message. While different social media
platforms are able to provide different levels of access to their underlying social network
structure, future researchers utilizing social media should try and utilize and incorporate that
structure into their sentiment analysis and overall assessment of the platform.
A condensed version of this chapter can be found in the 2016 proceedings of the International
Conference on Social Computing, Behavioral-Cultural Modeling & Prediction and Behavior
Representation in Modeling and Simulation (SBP-BRiMS), as part of volume 9708 of the
Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science.

Data Appendix
VADER, unlike the other sentiment analysis tools, has a persistent bimodal distribution with modes at -.5
and -.5, so changing the neutral match rates does not significantly impact match rates. However,
expanding the neutral match window does negatively impact ACT potency and activity ratings.
Table 28. Sentiment analysis match rates with neutral window of 0.01

Original Message
Response
Response with
Context

Evaluation
VADER UT
51%
35%
52%
32%
50%
35%

Pot.
ACT
42%
40%
40%

ACT
40%
40%
39%
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Act.
ACT
38%
34%
33%

Table 29. Sentiment analysis match rates with neutral window of 0.10

Original Message
Response
Response with
Context

Evaluation
VADER UT
51%
35%
52%
33%
50%
33%

Pot.
ACT
35%
33%
34%

ACT
37%
34%
33%

Act.
ACT
26%
24%
25%

The highest correlation across sentiment analysis tools was between Potency and Activity at 0.5
– followed by Evaluation and Potency at 0.42. Potency and activity did not seem to have
significant correlation with VADER or the universal thesaurus.
Table 30. Table of correlations across VADER, Universal Thesaurus, and ACT Lexicon scores.

Rating
VADER
UT
Eval
Pot.

VADER
X

UT
.33
X

Eval.
.37
.23
X

Pot.
.08
.11
.42
X
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Act.
.09
.01
.36
.50

The standard statistic used to measure inter-rater reliability is Cohen’s kappa, with 1 indicating
“perfect” agreement and 0 indicating no agreement. Cohen’s kappa considers the potential of
errors and inter-rater agreement due to chance. For these boxplots, we show the weighted
Cohen’s kappa, which penalizes more heavily for disparate ratings and is appropriate for the
ordinal scale used in the SOLO study.
Overall, we see higher Cohen’s kappa for Evaluation and the lowest kappa for Activity.
The Nuclear topic has the highest amount of inter-rater disagreement, while Haiyan has the
highest rate of agreement.

Figure 27. Weighted Cohen's Kappa of Evaluation broken out by category
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Figure 28. Weighted Cohen's Kappa of Potency broken out by category

Figure 29. Weighted Cohen's Kappa of Activity broken out by category
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Chapter 5: Nuclear Tweets
One of the major challenges of modern intelligence is the changing role of the analyst –
traditionally the go-between for source collectors and policymakers, and now an individual
responsible for increased interaction with policymakers[84], [85]. These analysts are required to
provide intelligence products that address increasing levels of complexity – while past
intelligence products provided concrete solutions, current products address scenarios and attempt
to identify key actors with unclear specific objectives for policymakers[86].
In this case, a new data source available to analysts is social media. While the Obama
administration made social media a central part of its engagement, including creating a new
Twitter account specifically to highlight issues and questions the public had about the nuclear
agreement with Iran, it is unclear what was the ongoing discussion surrounding the Iranian
nuclear agreement.

This chapter introduces the Twitter dataset, highlights some basic

descriptions, and discusses policy implications of having a technology-focused social media
search. We provide a quick overview of the entire dataset, highlight sentiment trends, and then
do a deeper analysis of tweets related to the Iranian negotiations. We contrast this with topics
discussed by known nuclear experts, identified using snowball sampling based on Washington,
DC focused nonproliferation think tanks.

Background
The Nuclear Twitter dataset is a collection of over 7.5 million tweets made from September 2014
through November 2015 based on generic terms related to nuclear technology and policy (this is
available as an appendix at the end of this chapter). We focus on a subset of tweets discussing
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Iran – the framework of the nuclear agreement was announced at the beginning of April 2015
and brought with it considerable online discussion.
There are two major kinds of ‘noise’ analysts are concerned with in social media – the
primary concern is identifying relevant messages, and the secondary concern is identifying
similar but fundamentally identical ideas and concepts. This section will discuss the first concern
– ‘noise’ related to identifying relevant messages – while the second concern will be discussed in
the section discussing hashtags and parsing social media messages. While the primary keywords
utilized to populate this dataset relate to nuclear weapons technologies and nuclear deterrence
keywords, we focus on a subset of the data to specifically filter out ‘noise’ tweets – tweets not
relevant to the overarching purpose of this paper. For example, earlier iterations of this data
collection included a high proportion of tweets South-East Asia – a contestant act on
“Indonesia’s Got Talent” included the word “Uranium” in their stage name. In early testing of
keywords, I removed “Heavy water” as a keyword due to the high number of messages that
included both terms – but used in non-nuclear contexts, such as “Heavy classwork today – and
soaked by the rain. Water everywhere.” After removing this keyword (and the translation of this
keyword) from the collection, the number of tweets dropped dramatically – but the proportion
that appeared to be relevant increased dramatically. By utilizing a primary collection focused on
one set of technologies, and then utilizing a second set of keywords to further identify relevant
messages, we are able to dramatically increase the overall proportion of tweets in the collection
that are relevant to the topic at hand. It does not completely eliminate the problem of spam or
malicious bots, but it does provide researchers with added confidence that the messages being
studied are relevant and not simply messages that utilize the same keywords in unforeseen
contexts.
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One of the advantages of utilizing large datasets is that while this concern about noise
remains relevant, the analysis focuses on broad trends and averages. While there may be ‘noise’
in the sense of extraneous tweets not actually related to the topic at hand (e.g. “I got so angry at
work today I wanted to nuke Tehran!”), these types of messages generally do not accumulate, or
generate sufficient interest for us to be concerned about. If the message was made by a key
decision maker, such as a US Senator, it’s likely the message would generate a lot of attention –
and it would be something worth assessing and analyzing. Similarly, if a variant of the message
appeared in multiple user posts, we should be able to detect similar words appearing through
topic modeling and would then be able to do a deeper analysis of how that message has spread.
Since we are utilizing two sets of keywords to identify the tweets for further study, it is
reassuring that the overall proportion of tweets from the larger nuclear tweet dataset is fairly
consistent at around 20%. In identifying broader topic clusters, as well as sentiment trends, noise
does not have a significant impact on our research findings. It is most apparent in the section
that links geotagged Twitter messages and sentiment scores – primarily because there are
relatively few geotagged messages at all. Tweets appearing in countries where Twitter is banned
(e.g. Iran, China, North Korea) are particularly suspect and may only be there due to geotag
spoofing (or user VPN use).
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Table 31. Breakdown of Nuclear tweets dataset and Iran subset

Total count of tweets

Iran Tweets

September 2014
October 2014
November 2014

780,403
796,216
33,159

148,466
150,516
4,965

Percentage of
total
19%
19%
15%

January 2015
February 2015
March 2015
April 2015
May 2015

558,364
974,554
1,028,835
3,064,151
23,653

115,432
341,527
227,808
658,535
2,411

21%
35%
22%
21%
10%

September 2015
October 2015
November 2015

9,053
252,886
22,740

86
9409
347

1%
4%
2%

Due to some problems with collection (including equipment failure), collection was not
continuous. We focus on six months in particular: September and October of 2014 and JanuaryApril 2015. A distinguishing feature of this dataset, compared to most collections of social
media data, is the high proportion of retweets.
Table 32. Engagement statistics for Nuclear dataset and Iran tweet subset

Sep 2014
Oct 2014
Jan 2015
Feb 2015
Mar 2015
Apr 2015

Responses

Retweets

6%
6%
6%
5%
4%
5%

42%
43%
51%
51%
56%
52%

Iran Responses
1%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

Iran Retweets
41%
45%
61%
60%
46%
51%

A major concern surrounding the use of social media data is the use of different platforms by
malicious actors or automated bots to hijack ongoing conversations. The engagement statistics
reported in the table above, with over 50% of tweets counting as retweets, or re-broadcasts of
existing messages, as well as 99% of all messages in the dataset containing a URL or being a
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retweet, does raise immediate concerns about the veracity of overall user engagement with the
topic being discussed. While an imperfect science, there are a wide range of different heuristics
utilized by analysts to detect fake posts in similar keyword-based Twitter message collections:
detecting spam URLs, unrelated hashtag use, and unique characteristics of both the mention and
social networks of spam accounts [87]-[91]. In analyzing the Iran subset of data, I did not find
any highly suspicious accounts, URLs, hashtags, or mention or social networks that would
indicate hijacking of the dataset by malicious actors. While sufficient for this chapter’s analysis,
future work analyzing the nuclear Twitter dataset as a whole, or alternative subsets of the dataset,
should be analyzed to check against these sorts of actors.
A breakdown of their sentiment values, utilizing the multilingual sentiment tool
developed by CASOS and built incorporating rules developed by VADER[83], [92]. Messages
were considered “neutral” if their rating was between -0.05 and 0.05.

Table 33. Sentiment profile of overall nuclear tweet dataset over time.

Sep 2014
Oct 2014
Jan 2015
Feb 2015
Mar 2015
Apr 2015

Positive

Neutral

Negative

34%
35%
34%
34%
31%
33%

20%
23%
25%
22%
13%
18%

45%
42%
40%
43%
55%
49%

% in
English
79%
78%
83%
80%
40%
42%

Total
780,403
796,216
558,364
974,554
1,028,835
3,064,151

Noticeable here – English takes up the majority of tweets until March and April. The second
largest collection comes from Spanish – the languages are broken out below. These languages
are tagged according to Twitter’s built-in language detector. It is noticeable that Arabic surges
ahead to 5% in April, while there are almost no Persian tweets. While Twitter may be popular for
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an international tool of discussion, as well as for Iranian political leaders, the platform remains
banned from within the country.
Table 34. Additional languages in March and April 2015 providing at least 90% of language cover for these months

March
Portuguese
Arabic
Turkish
Spanish

April

4%
0%
8%
45%

4%
5%
15%
27%

Table 35. Sentiment profile for Iran tweets and English language breakdown

Sep 2014
Oct 2014
Jan 2015
Feb 2015
Mar 2015
Apr 2015

Positive

Neutral

Negative

32%
28%
38%
37%
41%
53%

16%
23%
21%
22%
16%
12%

51%
49%
41%
41%
42%
34%

% in
English
97%
93%
96%
97%
95%
91%

Total
148,466
150,516
115,432
341,527
227,808
658,535

Top users in Iran dataset
Twitter has three forms of social network: a retweet network, the mention network, and the
follow network. The retweet network is a simple re-broadcasting network: if two users in a
network see the message posted by the other, they can choose to re-tweet and broadcast the
other’s message. The mention network is similar to a conversation on Twitter, or tagging users
to alert them to a story they might be interested. The follow network is the list of individuals that
Twitter users can immediately “see” in their social network. The follow network is directed – for
example, User A can ‘follow’ User B – but that does not guarantee that User B ‘follows’ User A
back. Many official accounts, such as the accounts of news organizations, are followed by many
users, but they themselves have a much smaller ‘follow’ network.
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Unlike traditional social networks, where measures of centrality can be utilized to
identify key users and actors, Twitter as a data source reduces the number of links in a way that
hides the true social network when assessing Twitter dataset. For example, in a retweet
network, User C might broadcast an interesting message that is seen and re-tweeted by User B.
Suppose User A follows User B and sees User C’s message and also decides to re-tweet it – the
brokerage activity of User B, who provided the actual link between User A and User C, is not
captured in this data, and the data simply captures that both Users A and B retweeted User C.
In this dataset, we are interested in two features of users: who is frequently re-tweeted,
and who has potential reach. To do this we identify accounts with high out-degrees in the
retweet network, as well as users with high k-closeness using weighted data, including follower
count (the order of the user’s followed network) [93], [94].
We measure “top” users in two ways: identifying Twitter accounts with high out-degrees
in the retweet network, and identifying potential reach – calculated as k-closeness using
weighted data from both the retweet network as well as the mention network.
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Table 36. Twitter accounts with High Out-degree in retweet network over time in Iran dataset

Sept 2014
Reuters
HassanRouhani
IsraeliPM
FoxNews
AP
UN
Iran_policy
BBCBreaking
YahooNews
Mojahedineng
February 2015
Netanyahu
SenTedCruz
Cnnbrk
AJEnglish
Ggrenwald
AdamMilstein
RT_com
Iran_policy
PatDollard
haaretzcom

Oct 2014
Reuters
AdamMilstein
Maryam_Rajavi
ALNAQ33B
Al3AMEED_70
Nasrinfoiran
Mojahedineng
4FreedominIran
IranNewsUpdate1
Iran_policy
March 2015
AmyMek
AP
WSJ
SenTomCotton
DineshDSouza
GovMikeHuckabee
Netanyahu
Gerfingerpoken
Cnnbrk
weknowwhatsbest

January 2015
SenTedCruz
SenatorKirk
Peymaneh123
Kredo0
JavadDabiran
paydaran
IranNewsUpdate1
BehzadMoezi
mdubowitz
France24
April 2015
Nytimes
WhiteHouse
Thehill
Netanyahu
Reuters
RT_com
TheEconomist
AdamMilstein
Democracynow
iranianaffairs

In the retweet network, we note that as news of the Iranian negotiation comes closer, the most
retweeted accounts switch from news accounts and Iran policy enthusiasts to being dominated by
American politicians and media figures, such as Senator Ted Cruz, Senator Kirk, Senator Tom
Cotton, and Governor Mike Huckabee.
In the k-betweenness measure, we find a slight shift towards individual reporters, instead
of direct official news accounts. These reporters are, however, drowned out by the news in April
surrounding the framework agreement in April, where official news accounts and individual
politicans note the occasion.
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Table 37. High k-betweenness outreach potential

Sept 2014
FoxNews
CNN
WSJ
BBCWorld
Lrozen
HamzeiAnalytics
CBSNews
AlMonitor
Ceydak
BreakingNews
February 2015
Cnnbrk
CNN
FoxNews
Lrozen
LOLGOP
AlMonitor
IranNewsNow
Reuters
Nprpolitics
BBCWorld

Oct 2014
FoxNews
Lrozen
Rezaaslan
AlMonitor
Tparsi
Ginamcnaughton
AP
BrookingsFP
IranNewsNow
mehdirhasan
March 2015
AP
Gordonnyt
bklapperAP
Reuters
NikiBlasina
Cnnbrk
Adamschreck
Perry_dan
Laurnorman
WSJ

January 2015
FoxNews
WSJ
Lrozen
BBCKasraNaji
AlMonitor
ABC
McFaul
Whitehouse
Jerusalem_post
greta
April 2015
JZarif
JohnKerry
Nytimesworld
Nytopinion
BarackObama
Netanyahu
HassanRouhani
Nytpolitics
WhiteHouse
nytgraphics

Topics
We assess topics in two ways: we first examine the distribution of sentiment across tweet
keywords, and then run Latent Dirichlet Analysis to identify clusters of topic groups and overlap
between different topic groups [95], [96].
We first assess the distribution of hashtags being used to determine whether there are any
particular hashtags that could be significantly influencing sentiment. We find that while there
are a few clear cases – e.g. using #No2Rouhani and #tcot (Top Conservatives on Twitter, used
widely by right-wing groups) – for the most part, the most widely used hashtags for the dataset
broadly seem to be the most widely used hashtags regardless of the tweet’s rated sentiment.
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The tables below highlight the top hashtags used by tweets for each month; key terms
that were also used to identify the tweets (either as part of the nuclear twitter dataset or used to
filter tweets relative to Iran) were removed. The table reports absolute counts, and the
percentage sign represents the percentage of overall sentiment class for that month. For
example, No2Rouhani appeared in September 2014 in 15,924 tweets in the dataset, in 21% of all
negative tweets that month. The hashtag appeared in 13% of all tweets that month. Hashtag
sentiment tables for the remaining months are available at the end of this chapter as an appendix.
Table 38. Hashtag sentiment profile table for September 2014.

No2Rouhani
IRANTALKS
news
IranTalksNYC
usa
Iraq
ISIS
IAEA
Syria
EU

Negative
15924 (20.9%)
8607 (11.3%)
3400 (4.5%)
5229 (6.9%)
3295 (4.3%)
3220 (4.2%)
1226 (1.6%)
2925 (3.8%)
2606 (3.4%)
2840 (3.7%)

Neutral
1762 (7.2%)
1287 (5.3%)
2583 (10.6%)
607 (2.5%)
452 (1.9%)
273 (1.1%)
2078 (8.5%)
34 (0.1%)
269 (1.1%)
113 (0.5%)

Positive
1467 (3.1%)
1612 (3.4%)
1109 (2.4%)
1178 (2.5%)
469 (1%)
340 (0.7%)
485 (1%)
513 (1.1%)
360 (0.8%)
69 (0.1%)

Total
19153 (12.9%)
11506 (7.7%)
7092 (4.8%)
7014 (4.7%)
4216 (2.8%)
3833 (2.6%)
3789 (2.6%)
3472 (2.3%)
3235 (2.2%)
3022 (2%)

Both LDA and the hashtag sentiment profile tables shows that online discussion of the Iranian
negotiations and nuclear deal that have been going on for a persistent time. However, the fact
that many of the recurring hashtags in the LDA topic clusters don’t overlap indicates many of
these discussions are happening in isolation. While the fact that individuals are predominantly
using the same hashtags regardless of sentiment indicates that posts can be found using the same
language, there is still a barrier when it comes to engagement across different topics.
For consistency, LDA was run to identify five clusters of topic groups for each month. A
complete list of LDA tables is available in the appendix. LDA topic clusters were run for both
hashtags as well as parsed Twitter messages. While hashtags are more easily identified in the
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Twitter metadata, and broadly sufficient given media dominance in this collection, utilizing
parsed Twitter messages makes it easier to identify common topics across different clusters. It
also clearly identifies key decision makers.
Parsing Twitter messages brings its own concern surrounding generating ‘noise’ in the
data. To try and reduce the amount of ‘noise’ generated by parsing messages, the CASOS
Universal Thesaurus was utilized, which allows disparate words such as “Barack” and “Obama”
to both be matched with the concept “Barack Obama”. For each month, concepts found in over
100 messages were reviewed and reduced to ensure that the LDA topic clustering algorithm did
not cluster on an incorrectly parsed acronym or common typo (e.g. ‘nuclear’ and ‘nuklear’).
Table 39. LDA Table for September 2014 Iran Data.

Topic A
Irantalks
Iran
IAEA

Topic B
Iran
nuclear
Israel

Topic C
Iran
nuclear
news

Topic F
Iran
World
nuclear

ISIS
Zarif

Topic D
Iran
nuclear
United.Nati
ons
tehran
threat

nuclear
No2Rouhan
i
MaryamRaj
avi
Rouhani

Netanyahu
bad

NYC
EU

nuclear_weap
ons
Barack_Obam
a
regime
cease

Kerry

Islamic

Politics

deadline

Site

LONDON

progress
United_States_of_Am
erica
Reuters_Ltd

Secret
uncertain

Syria
FOX

de

warn

amp

United_States_of_Am
erica

Iraq
news

One major takeaway of running this analysis was that there was persistent concern over the
secrecy of past Iranian projects to develop a nuclear capability, as well as a persistent topic
involving the People’s Mujahedin of Iran (PMOI). However, there was no significant discussion
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of the technical nuclear issues at hand in the negotiation, such as stopping centrifuges or shutting
down the plutonium-producing reactor at Arak. To further explore this, I took a quick sample of
major nonproliferation policy think tanks in Washington, DC, as shown in the table below, and
identified the top twitter individuals associated with these centers to extract individual
discussions.
Table 40. Short List of Nonproliferation Policy Organizations

Abbreviation
ACA
ANS
AC
Belfer
CACNP
CNPP
CISAC
CNS
CSIS
FAS
UCS

Organization Name
Arms Control Association
American Nuclear Society
Atlantic Council
Belfer Center
Center for Arms Control and Nuclear Proliferation
Carnegie Endowment for International Pace
Center for International Security and Cooperation
Center for Nonproliferation Studies
Center for Strategic and International Studies
Federation of American Scientists
Union of Concerned Scientists

Twitter Handle
armscontrolnow
ans_org
ACScowcroft
BelferCenter
Nukes_of_Hazard
carnegienpp
StanfordCISAC
CNS_Updates
csisponi
FAScientists
UCSUSA

In reviewing tweets by these organizations, many posts were for official events or promotional
messages about the larger organization these offices belonged to. To mitigate the effects of these
curated Twitter accounts, I focused on users affiliated with those organizations to identify topics
of discussion. In addition to users referenced by these organizations, I included the official
twitter accounts of prominent American and Iranian diplomats and officials involved in the
Iranian negotiations. In the case of Russian Forces, as the project is operated by a primary
researcher with no other official Twitter account, it was included as a data source for topic
modeling.
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Table 41. Table of Twitter handles used for "Expert" topic modeling.

Affiliation
ACA
ACA
ACA
CACNP
CNPP
CISAC
CNS
CNS
CNS
CNS
CNS
FAS
FAS
Iran Official
Iran Official
Iran Official
Russian Forces
UCS
US Government
US Government
US Government
US Government
US Government

Twitter Handle
KingstonAReif
DarylGKimball
GregThielmann
nukes_of_hazard
toby_dalton
SecDef19
ArmsControlWonk
mhanham
atomic_pickles
CNS_MasakoToki
sclieggi
cdfergusonII
saftergood
khamenei_ir
HassanRouhani
JZarif
russianforces
StephenUCS
Gottemoeller
ernestmoniz
johnkerry
potus
theirandeal

After running LDA topic clustering, I find that many of these experts are also not explicitly
discussing the technical issues surrounding the Iranian negotiations. However, there are clear
clusters of discussion surrounding distinct countries – Iran, Russia, and North Korea – as well as
some unique nuclear proliferation conferences that are discussed. Tables for three months: April
1-14 of 2016, as well as March 15 and April 2015 – are available in the appendix.

Geographic distribution of sentiment
Finally, we assess the global distribution of sentiment. To assess these, we further screen tweets
to only focus on tweets that have a geographic tag – typically provided by a user’s phone if used
to tweet. We then extrapolate from the GPS coordinates the country of origin for the sentiment
expressed.
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The tables below highlight the classification of tweets and show the percentage of tweets
that come from the United States. In this case, the table has the absolute count of tweets,
followed by the percentage of the number directly below it. For example, there are 73 negative
sentiment geotagged tweets from the United States – which is 50% of all negative geotagged
tweets in the data in September 2014. Altogether, these 352 geotagged tweets represent 0.2% of
all tweets in the data related to Iran for the month.
The reason for calculating and showing percentages in this way is to highlight whether
countries carry the primary negative, neutral, or positive voice in the global conversation
surrounding the Iranian nuclear negotiations. For example, in March 2015, the United States
directly contributed to 62% of the negative discussion surrounding the negotiation – as well as
just 37% of the neutral discussion surrounding the topic.
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Table 42. Geotagged count of tweets, and percent of global discussion, in Iran dataset.

Negative
Sept 2014

Oct 2014

Jan 2015

Feb 2015

Mar 2015

Apr 2015

United States
Geotagged
Total
United States
Geotagged
Total
United States
Geotagged
Total
United States
Geotagged
Total
United States
Geotagged
Total
United States
Geotagged
Total

Neutral

Positive

Total

73 (50%)
146 (0.3%)
47159

20 (33.3%)
60 (0.2%)
24416

58 (39.7%)
146 (0.2%)
76255

151 (42.9%)
352 (0.2%)
147830

93 (52.8%)
176 (0.4%)
42210

31 (59.6%)
52 (0.2%)
34634

53 (43.8%)
121 (0.2%)
73299

177 (50.7%)
349 (0.2%)
150143

74 (67.3%)
110 (0.3%)
43968

16 (53.3%)
30 (0.1%)
23904

65 (55.1%)
118 (0.3%)
47099

155 (60.1%)
258 (0.2%)
114971

204 (68%)

42 (54.5%)

114 (49.1%)

360 (58.9%)

300 (0.2%)
125844

77 (0.1%)
74859

232 (0.2%)
139753

611 (0.2%)
340456

205 (61.7%)
332 (0.4%)
92659

38 (36.5%)
104 (0.3%)
37245

185 (53.8%)
344 (0.4%)
96459

428 (54.1%)
791 (0.3%)
226363

343 (53%)
647 (0.2%)
351938

110 (45.5%)
242 (0.3%)
80666

437 (43.3%)
1009 (0.5%)
220797

890 (46.9%)
1898 (0.3%)
653401

The United States dominates the geotagged set of tweets for Iran. However, in the broader
dataset, while it remains the country with the largest number of geotagged tweets, there are other
countries that also have significant numbers of posts. For contrast, here are the top five country
sentiment profiles for September 2014 and April 2015. While some countries have relatively
stable overall sentiment profiles – the United States and the United Kingdom have similar overall
sentiment profiles related to nuclear tweets – Brazil and Argentina’s profiles swing significantly.
In September 2014, its sentiment is overall slightly negative at 42% of its tweets – which swings
into being strongly negative by April 2015, at 72% of its tweets, mirroring Argentina’s overall
sentiment profile.
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Table 43. Geotagged tweets in nuclear twitter dataset for September 2014 and April 2015; percentages refer to within country
sentiment profiles except n the total column, where they represent the country’s total share of geotagged tweets for that month.

Sept 2014

April 2015

United States
United Kingdom
France
Brazil
Spain
Argentina
United States
Turkey
Venezuela
United Kingdom
Argentina
Brazil

Negative
743 (42%)
513 (52%)
265 (84%)
114 (43%)
109 (51%)
78 (57%)
1251 (41%)
1344 (48%)
789 (54%)
661 (50%)
793 (73%)
768 (72%)

Neutral
382 (22%)
142 (14%)
18 (6%)
71 (27%)
60 (28%)
29 (21%)
662 (21%)
747 (27%)
88 (6%)
184 (14%)
119 (11%)
141 (13%)

Positive
634 (36%)
326 (33%)
34 (11%)
79 (30%)
46 (21%)
29 (21%)
1173 (38%)
718 (26%)
574 (40%)
485 (36%)
174 (16%)
161 (15%)

Total
1760 (29%)
982 (16%)
317 (5%)
264 (4%)
215 (4%)
136 (2.3%)
3086 (17%)
2809 (15%)
1451 (8%)
1330 (7%)
1086 (6%)
1070 (6%)

Conclusion
Recent work in demand-side nuclear proliferation has focused on psychological profiles of
national leaders [17]and government agency [16]. However, despite the fact that current research
focuses on how political structure prevents countries from perusing nuclear weapons [97] [98],
whether through audience costs or transparency measures, we are able to measure public reaction
directly through social media today.
There are significant limits to this. Coverage, for one; like many analyses of social
media, this data is heavily over-represented by media organizations, professional reporters, and
politicians aiming to get their message out. In addition to this targeted data collection, a search of
the Gardenhose data (10% of the complete Twitter firehose) housed at CMU did not yield any
useful tweets related to nuclear proliferation. Utilizing geotagged tweets reflects a significant
bias in favor of individuals who access Twitter through their smartphones – disproportionately
rich, and disproportionally American, even when this data is captured overseas.
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This work can potentially be utilized as inputs to the adapted Friedkin model in two
ways: in identifying initial attitudes towards nuclear weapons, and identifying flows of positive
and negative reaction to news events related to nuclear weapons. In the current adapted
Friedkin model, all countries are initialized as being indifferent towards nuclear weapons;
however, we can measure country-level sentiment towards nuclear weapons by identifying
influential country-level accounts and assessing their attitudes towards nuclear weapons. This
would allow us to initialize the model with higher accuracy.
Another output of the Twitter analysis would be to identify flows and reactions to other
countries. By measuring the intensity and uniqueness of country to country sentiment, we can
infer new potential hostilities, as well as country alliances and sympathies, that may not be
apparent in the political network data currently available to researchers. This could be taken as
an input to the Friedkin model to assess how these additional relationships change country
behavior and motivation towards developing a nuclear capability.
However, this is only the start. Even with this initial start, we can see trends and changes
in country-level sentiment towards certain topics; this is how we will measure the future
effectiveness of diplomacy.

Appendix: Search Terms Used
To populate the nuclear twitter dataset, the following terms were translated into Spanish,
Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, Persian, Portuguese, French, German, and Russian.
Nuclear
Nuclear energy
uranium enrichment
plutonium enrichment
plutonium
uranium
nuclear weapons
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tritium
strategic deterrence
deterrence
deterrent capability
To identify tweets related to Iran:
Using regular expressions, any tweets with the following fragments were considered relevant to
Iran.
Table 44. Table of terms used to identify tweets related to Iran

Fragment (case ignored)
Iran*
Tehran
Khamen

Full Expression (Matched
with)
Iran, Iranian

Rouh
Zarif

Tehran
Khmeni, @khamenei_ir,
@khanmenei_fra
Rouhani, @HassanRouhani
Zarif, @JZarif

Salehi

Ali Akbar Salehi

JCPOA

Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action
Joint Plan of Action

JPOA

Rationale
Country of interest; full name
used to match country and
avoid confusion with Iraq
Capital city of Iran
Iranian Supreme Leader
Current Iranian President
Current Iranian Minister of
Foreign Affairs
Head of Atomic Energy
Organzation of Iran
Final official title of latest
round of Iranian negotiation
Initial title of working Iranian
negotiations

Appendix: Hashtag Sentiment Profile Tables
Hashtag sentiment profiles for Iran twitter dataset. Cell value is an absolute count; percentage
refers to the percent of all classed sentiment tweets that month with that hashtag.
Table 45. Hashtag sentiment profile for September 2014.

No2Rouhani
IRANTALKS
news
IranTalksNYC
usa
Iraq
ISIS
IAEA

Negative
15924 (20.9%)
8607 (11.3%)
3400 (4.5%)
5229 (6.9%)
3295 (4.3%)
3220 (4.2%)
1226 (1.6%)
2925 (3.8%)

Neutral
1762 (7.2%)
1287 (5.3%)
2583 (10.6%)
607 (2.5%)
452 (1.9%)
273 (1.1%)
2078 (8.5%)
34 (0.1%)
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Positive
1467 (3.1%)
1612 (3.4%)
1109 (2.4%)
1178 (2.5%)
469 (1%)
340 (0.7%)
485 (1%)
513 (1.1%)

Total
19153 (12.9%)
11506 (7.7%)
7092 (4.8%)
7014 (4.7%)
4216 (2.8%)
3833 (2.6%)
3789 (2.6%)
3472 (2.3%)

Syria
EU

2606 (3.4%)
2840 (3.7%)

269 (1.1%)
113 (0.5%)

360 (0.8%)
69 (0.1%)

3235 (2.2%)
3022 (2%)

Table 46. Hashtag sentiment profile for October 2014

IranTalks
No2Rouhani
IranTalksVienna
UN
NoNuclearIran
Iraq
news
USA
humanrights
syria

Negative
6038 (8.2%)
7487 (10.2%)
4865 (6.6%)
3457 (4.7%)
2100 (2.9%)
2448 (3.3%)
2045 (2.8%)
1863 (2.5%)
2355 (3.2%)
1587 (2.2%)

Neutral
3961 (11.4%)
1048 (3%)
2719 (7.9%)
2732 (7.9%)
2576 (7.4%)
1722 (5%)
1221 (3.5%)
1034 (3%)
888 (2.6%)
890 (2.6%)

Positive
2647 (6.3%)
1218 (2.9%)
1787 (4.2%)
269 (0.6%)
1039 (2.5%)
648 (1.5%)
814 (1.9%)
641 (1.5%)
180 (0.4%)
256 (0.6%)

Total
12646 (8.4%)
9753 (6.5%)
9371 (6.2%)
6458 (4.3%)
5715 (3.8%)
4818 (3.2%)
4080 (2.7%)
3538 (2.4%)
3423 (2.3%)
2733 (1.8%)

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Total

7841 (16.6%)
1491 (3.2%)
1476 (3.1%)
584 (1.2%)
689 (1.5%)
57 (0.1%)
240 (0.5%)
1337 (2.8%)
2 (0%)
43 (0.1%)

3304 (13.8%)
356 (1.5%)
399 (1.7%)
1943 (8.1%)
376 (1.6%)
247 (1%)
1501 (6.3%)
292 (1.2%)
1833 (7.7%)
1325 (5.5%)

7235 (16.5%)
2358 (5.4%)
1838 (4.2%)
987 (2.2%)
2315 (5.3%)
1753 (4%)
225 (0.5%)
310 (0.7%)
19 (0%)
353 (0.8%)

18380 (16%)
4205 (3.7%)
3713 (3.2%)
3514 (3.1%)
3380 (2.9%)
2057 (1.8%)
1966 (1.7%)
1939 (1.7%)
1854 (1.6%)
1721 (1.5%)

Table 47. Hashtag sentiment profile for January 2015.

IranTalks
usa
sotu
NEWS
IranTalksVienna
UN
nonuclearIran
Iraq
JohnKerry
HumanRights

Table 48. Hashtag sentiment profile for February 2015.

Irantalks
News
IranTalksGeneva
US
Iraq
UK
PMOI
cnn
Phoenix
usa

Negative
24738 (17.7%)
4849 (3.5%)
5626 (4%)
4400 (3.1%)
2115 (1.5%)
4203 (3%)
1257 (0.9%)
2547 (1.8%)
2625 (1.9%)
2089 (1.5%)

Neutral
8669 (11.6%)
2543 (3.4%)
1781 (2.4%)
893 (1.2%)
2209 (3%)
658 (0.9%)
3168 (4.2%)
1541 (2.1%)
2891 (3.9%)
1577 (2.1%)
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Positive
20274 (16.1%)
5948 (4.7%)
3797 (3%)
2946 (2.3%)
3894 (3.1%)
2813 (2.2%)
3134 (2.5%)
2515 (2%)
1070 (0.9%)
2814 (2.2%)

Total
53681 (15.8%)
13340 (3.9%)
11204 (3.3%)
8239 (2.4%)
8218 (2.4%)
7674 (2.3%)
7559 (2.2%)
6603 (1.9%)
6586 (1.9%)
6480 (1.9%)

Table 49. Hashtag sentiment profile for March 2015.

IranTalks
Bahrain
tcot
news
US
Israel
WakeUpAmerica
PMOI
Obama
UN

Negative
5650 (5.9%)
1412 (1.5%)
3349 (3.5%)
2812 (2.9%)
2334 (2.4%)
1609 (1.7%)
1147 (1.2%)
1344 (1.4%)
721 (0.7%)
1214 (1.3%)

Neutral
1818 (4.9%)
1475 (4%)
369 (1%)
834 (2.2%)
458 (1.2%)
588 (1.6%)
209 (0.6%)
171 (0.5%)
420 (1.1%)
202 (0.5%)

Positive
4315 (4.7%)
2896 (3.1%)
1715 (1.9%)
1439 (1.6%)
1485 (1.6%)
738 (0.8%)
1000 (1.1%)
616 (0.7%)
912 (1%)
529 (0.6%)

Total
11783 (5.2%)
5783 (2.6%)
5433 (2.4%)
5085 (2.2%)
4277 (1.9%)
2935 (1.3%)
2356 (1%)
2131 (0.9%)
2053 (0.9%)
1945 (0.9%)

Positive
23115 (6.6%)
26075 (7.4%)
12822 (3.6%)
12583 (3.6%)
8490 (2.4%)
6317 (1.8%)
3246 (0.9%)
4663 (1.3%)
1805 (0.5%)
2765 (0.8%)

Total
45984 (7%)
45762 (7%)
23865 (3.7%)
19339 (3%)
13931 (2.1%)
11354 (1.7%)
10156 (1.6%)
9449 (1.4%)
8327 (1.3%)
8000 (1.2%)

Table 50. Hashtag sentiment profile for April 2015.

Irantalks
IranDeal
news
usa
Bahrain
UK
US
tcot
MaryamRajavi
Israel

Negative
17739 (8%)
14934 (6.8%)
8706 (3.9%)
5544 (2.5%)
4224 (1.9%)
4267 (1.9%)
5738 (2.6%)
3780 (1.7%)
6351 (2.9%)
3374 (1.5%)

Neutral
5130 (6.4%)
4753 (5.9%)
2337 (2.9%)
1212 (1.5%)
1217 (1.5%)
770 (1%)
1172 (1.5%)
1006 (1.2%)
171 (0.2%)
1861 (2.3%)

Appendix: LDA Tables
The LDA Tables are presented in chronological order by type: the topic groups as determined by
Twitter hashtags, followed by the topic groups as determined by parsed Twitter messages,
followed by the three topic groups as determined by parsed expert Twitter messages for March
2015, April 2015, and April 1-14 2016.

Table 51. Hashtag September 2014 LDA Topics.

Topic A
World
Iraq

Topic B
Iran
nuclear

Topic C
Irantalks
Iran
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Topic D
Iran
nuclear

Topic F
Irantalks
Iran

Politics
LONDON

Israel
US

google
Syria
LeMonde
Euronews
FOX
United_States_of_Ame
rica

nuclear
No2Rouhan
i
Tweetzup
NonuclearIr
an
MaryamRaja Rouhani
vi
PMOI
newyork
tcot
NuclearDeal
UNGA
pictures
USAHeadlin negotiation
es

news
uk
Spain

IAEA
No2Rouhan
i
NYC

CampLiberty

EU

ISIS
Senat
United.Nations
United_States_of_Ame
rica

UNSC
timetoact
Facts
STATEDE
PT

Table 52. Hashtag October 2014 LDA Topics.

Topic A
Iran
nuclear
Irantalks
No2Rouhani
Iraq
BREAKING
humanrights
MaryamRajavi
NoNuclearIran
Commons

Topic B
world
CNN
politics
bbc
london
AP
abc
Woman
United.Nations
United_States_of_America

Topic C
Iran
US
Israel
news
Iraq
PMOI
EU
syria
NoNuclearIran
Barack_Obama

Topic D
Iran
Irantalks
IAEA
UNGA
No2Rouhani
middleeast
UNSC
deathpenalty
Facts
DirectAN

Topic F
Iran
nuclear
Tweetzup
tcot
IranDeal
Israel
ISIS
Russia
PMOI
Parchin

Table 53. Hashtag January 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
Iran
ISIS
bbc
UN
Syria
Iraq
Reuters
FOX
Mumbai
newsfeed

Topic B
Iran
Nuclear
US
nucleartalks
Obama
Israel
HumanRights
MaryamRajavi
EU
CoE

Topic C
Iran
IranTalks
IranTalksVienna
usa
sanctions
Paris
Senate
world
UK
FNPolitics
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Topic D
Iran
IranTalks
IranTalksGeneva
MiddleEast
nonuclearIran
BREAKING
IAEA
StateDept
ZDF
TeamIranYouth

Topic F
Iran
Opp4All
JohnKerry
NEWS
Tweetzup
tcot
Israel
sotu
StopTheClock
FoxNewsCHAT

Table 54. Hashtag February 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
Iran
Euronews
usa
tcot
cnn
Reuters

Topic B
Irantalks
Iran
Syria
PMOI
paris
Obama

Topic C
Irantalks
Iran
NUCLEAR
breakingnews
Iranian
BREAKING

Topic D
Irantalks
Iran
Iranians
ISIS
IranTalksVienna
ZDF

Topic F
Iran
Woman
Phoenix
Arizona
UN
politics

Israel
AP
News
world

Iraq
News
UK
US

IAEA
Bahrain
Ø.Ù.Ø.Ø.Ø.ÙŠÙ.
NCRI

IranNuclearTalks
IranTalksGeneva
Facts
events

FOX
health
egypt
humanrights

Table 55. Hashtag March 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
World
Iraq
Politics
LONDON

Topic B
Iran
nuclear
Israel
US

google
Syria
LeMonde
Euronews
FOX
United_States_of_Ame
rica

Topic C
Irantalks
Iran
nuclear
No2Rouhan
i
Tweetzup
NonuclearIr
an
MaryamRaja Rouhani
vi
PMOI
newyork
tcot
NuclearDeal
UNGA
pictures
USAHeadlin negotiation
es

Topic D
Iran
nuclear
news
uk
Spain

Topic F
Irantalks
Iran
IAEA
No2Rouhan
i
NYC

CampLiberty

EU

ISIS
Senat
United.Nations
United_States_of_Ame
rica

UNSC
timetoact
Facts
STATEDE
PT

Table 56. Hashtag April 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
nuclear
news
Iran
Iraq
CNN

Topic B
news
Irantalks
IranDeal
US
Iranians

Topic C
Iran
Israel
NETANYAHU
UniteBlue
WakeUpAmeric
a
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Topic D
nuclear
Iran
Irantalks
IranDeal
Congress

Topic F
Iran
World
politics
FOX
Syria

MiddleEast

FNPolitics

tcot

PMOI
ZDF
sverige

NuclearTalks
UK
NYC

pjnet
NoNuclearIran
nomoreGOPwar

MaryamRajav
i
UK
Tehran
Paris

United.Nation
s

United_States_of_Ameri
ca

Barack_Obama

IranFreedom

Reuters
LeMonde
egypt
Bahrain (in
Arabic)
Bahrain

Table 57. Parsed September 2014 LDA topics.

Topic A
Irantalks
Iran
IAEA

Topic B
Iran
nuclear
Israel

Topic C
Iran
nuclear
news

Topic F
Iran
World
nuclear

ISIS
Zarif

Topic D
Iran
nuclear
United.Nati
ons
tehran
threat

nuclear
No2Rouhan
i
MaryamRaj
avi
Rouhani

Netanyahu
bad

NYC
EU

nuclear_weap
ons
Barack_Obam
a
regime
cease

Kerry

Islamic

Politics

deadline

Site

LONDON

progress
United_States_of_Am
erica
Reuters_Ltd

Secret
uncertain

Syria
FOX

de

warn

amp

United_States_of_Am
erica

Iraq
news

Table 58. Parsed October 2014 LDA Topics

Topic A
Iran
nuclear
Irantalks
IAEA
No2Rouhani
humanrights
NoNuclearIra
n
Kerry
Zarif
de

Topic B
Iran
nuclear
news
Iraq
Progress
threat
bad

Topic C
Iran
nuclear
Tehran
Site
deadline
secret
United_States_of_Americ
a
amp
Reuters_Ltd
uncertain
concern
United.Nations United.Nations
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Topic D
Iran
nuclear
Netanyahu
Israel
leader
cease
spirits_and_gods

Topic F
Iran
nuclear
Rouhani
ISIS
PMOI
regime
Khamenei

nuclear_weapons
Warn
Barack_Obama

continue
weapon
sign

Table 59. Parsed January 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
Iran
Nuclear
Netanyahu
Israel
Iraq

Topic C
Iran
Irantalks
Nuclear
Tehran
Israel

Topic D
Iran
Irantalks
Nuclear
IAEA
sotu

Topic F
Iran
Nuclear
JohnKerry
NEWS
Progress

Threat
amp

Topic B
Iran
Kerry
Irantalks
Nuclear
nonuclearIr
an
Zarif
Deadline

leader
secret

Weapon
warn

uncertain

EU

bad
Barack_Oba
ma

CoE
de

United_States_of_Am
erica
site
X_policy

regime
nuclear_weap
ons
Reuters_Ltd
cease
United.Nation
s

United_States_of_Am
erica
Butah
seek

Table 60. Parsed Feburary 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
Irantalks
Iran
PMOI
NUCLEAR

Topic B
Iran
Euronews
NUCLEAR
cnn

Iraq
News
UK
US
IranTalksGenev
a
United.Nations

AP
NCRI
secret
site
United_States_of_Ameri
ca
cease

Topic C
Iran
NUCLEAR
tcot
Zarif

Topic D
Iran
NUCLEAR
Israel
netanyahu

Topic F
Iran
Phoenix
Arizona
NUCLEA
R
Kerry
bad
health
IAEA
Threat
world
deadline
uncertain
Rouhani
Progress
Barack_Obama sign
Reuters_Ltd
nuclear_weapon reach
s
spirits_and_god amp
Senator
s

Table 61. Parsed March 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
Iran
nuclear
Irantalks

Topic B
Israel
nuclear
Netanyahu

Topic C
Iran
nuclear
Bahrain

Topic D
Iran
nuclear
Tehran

Topic F
tcot
Israel
Iran

US
news

Kerry
Zarif

threat
weapon

FM
Reveal

nuclear
WakeUpAmerica
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IAEA
Deadline

Progress
bad

regime

United_States_of_Amer
ica
spirits_and_gods

Barack_Oba
ma
United.Natio
ns

Reuters_Ltd

Leader
nuclear_weapo
ns
amp

SECRET
site

Senate
de

extend

sign

uncertain

Newsmedi Los_Angeles_Ca_U
a
sa
X_policy El

cease

Table 62. Parsed April 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
nuclear
Iran
World
politics
CNN
Rouhani
Khamenei
De
El
Los_Angeles_Ca_
Usa

Topic B
nuclear
Iran
Israel
NETANYA
HU
tcot
Israeli
Senate
Barack_Oba
ma
warn

Topic C
nuclear
Tehran
threat
nuclear_weap
ons
site
Regime
secret
cease

Topic D
nuclear
news
Iran
Irantalks

Topic F
nuclear
KERRY
Zarif
Progress

IranDeal
US
UK
BAD

Bahrain
deadline
Butah
Reuters_Ltd

amp

Leader

Sign

uncertain

spirits_and_g
ods
United_States_of_Ame United.Nation
rica
s

Table 63. Expert March 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
nukefest2015
nuclear
security

Topic B
Irantalks
Iran
nukefest2015

Topic C
Irantalks
Iran
IranDeal

amp
Today_Online
Hawaii_Usa
Butah
North
Learn

nuclear
amp
Today_Online
good
nuclear_weapons
United_States_of_
America

nuclear
security
amp
good
nuclear_weapons
listen
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Topic D
Russia
Iran
nukefest
2015
nuclear
amp
read
Butah
launch
weapon

Topic F
Irantalks
nukefest2015
NPT
Korea
amp
good
nuclear_weapons
North
United_States_of_
America

United_States_of_
America

thank_you

United_States_of_
America

policy

weapon

Table 64. Expert April 2015 LDA Topics.

Topic A
NPTRevCon
NPT
Iran
Irantalks

Topic C
IranDeal
nuclear
Iran
Russia

Topic D
IranDeal
nuclear
NPT2015
NPTRevCon

Topic F
nuclear
NPT2015
NPT
Iran

Korea

Security

Irantalks

United_States_of_A
merica
good

effort

amp

policy

amp

United_States_of_A
merica
good

nuclear_weapons

good

Butah

amp

Butah
X.s

amp
Butah

launch
weapon

North
Today_Online

United_States_of_A
merica
good

Topic B
IranDeal
nuclear
NPT2015
NPTRev
Con
Iran

nuclear_wea
pons
Today_Onlin
e
X.s
Read

Table 65. Expert April 1-14 2016 LDA Topics.

Topic A
DPRK
InnovationForum
NSS2016

Topic B
DPRK
nuclear
Russia

Topic C
Korea
nuclear
Russia

MITnukes

Iran

United_States_of_A
merica
good
Butah

global

nuclear_wea
pons
Butah

Read
Hawaii_Usa
X.s

good
Newsmedi
a
Today_On
line
amp
security

Topic D
NSS2016
Iran
United_States_of_A
merica
nuclear_weapons

Topic F
DPRK
InnovationForum
NSS2016

good

MITnukes

amp
North

Butah
Today_Online

United_States_of_A
merica
nuclear_weapons
good

weapon

amp

Butah

Launch
security

weapon
X.s

Today_Online
foreign

Appendix: Sentiment Maps
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Figure 30. Sentiment map for entire nuclear Twitter dataset in September 2014. Green indicates positive average sentiment for
the country; red indicates negative average sentiment..

Figure 31. Sentiment map for entire nuclear Twitter dataset in April 2015. Green indicates positive average sentiment; red
indicates negative average sentiment.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
In this thesis, I demonstrate the utility of computational modeling and approaches to the field of
nuclear nonproliferation studies. This is shown both through simulation as well as large scale
data analysis of social media. These contributions focus on new methodologies as well as data
that can be utilized by this field to develop policy in this field.
The adapted Friedkin model extends the Friedkin approach to understanding and
modeling social influence utilizing political networks as inputs. It also extends the Friedkin
model by considering the distinct influence of two different types of ties between political actors.
In the historical analysis utilizing this approach, there is evidence that the Nonproliferation
Treaty (NPT) had an effect on international relations by reducing motivations to develop a
nuclear weapon to security concerns – taking away cultural prestige and economic motivations to
develop a nuclear weapon. However, in analyzing current political networks, this security driven
model does not sufficiently explain motivations to develop nuclear capability.
In analyzing current political networks, comparing Iran’s current security context to
Iran’s security context in 2005 shows that Iran is in a slightly worse current political situation. In
analyzing the political networks, Syria appears at a unique crossroads in having a high
motivation to develop nuclear weapons due to its alliances and hostilities. A broader analysis of
different security model coefficients shows that conventional weapons will play a more
significant role in the region than nuclear capability.
To analyze online discussion of nuclear topics on Twitter, we first find that discussion
related to nuclear topics is frequently embedded in conversations – replies to links and central
actors. In order to perform sentiment analysis, we find that most users do in fact change their
sentiment rating of social media messages when viewed in context. In a majority of cases, this
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leads to an attenuation of sentiment. In a policy context, this implies that more attention should
be given to the structure of a network’s discussion: if many individual people are posting about a
link or a topic, the sentiment measured on those posts is going to be more representative than a
simple repost of a media or organization post.
In assessing tweets related to the Iranian nuclear agreement, we find there is a major
distinction between online discussion obtained by utilizing Twitter’s keyword search and
focusing on the Twitter accounts of nonproliferation experts. There is some evidence of changes
in global sentiment at a country level, but the relevant data is very small.
Each of these contributions has their own drawbacks. The Friedkin models do not
account for bureaucratic obfuscation, or for the presence of sub-national and regional movements
that contribute to each country’s nuclear weapons development decision. They do not account
for economic approaches of analysis that contribute to decisions, or take into account nuclear
latency issues. In analyzing social media data, a major limitation is that this only assesses the
Twitter platform; other platforms and multimedia, which provide a clarifying context, aren’t
assessed. In the Iranian twitter data, incomplete coverage, combined with significant Englishlanguage bias and self-promotion makes it difficult to fully integrate the analysis into a coherent
policy brief.
However, each of these contributions in computational modeling help the modern
analyst. The Friedkin model can be clearly extended to account for sub-national and regional
movements. In intelligence, analysts traditionally provided the link between intelligence
collectors and policymakers. But in today’s counterterror world, that role is being questioned.
Intelligence is now being asked to address broader scenarios, and help policymakers understand
complex problems involving a range of agents without any clear pattern. This ‘sensemaking’
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approach is vital to understanding new sources of intelligence for future analysts – an approach
that is clearly demonstrated in this thesis.
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Appendix A: SOLO Study Data Technical Report
Abstract
This technical report summarizes the demographics and Socially Observed Linked Opinion
(SOLO) dataset, which came out of the Social Media ACTion study that took place at Carnegie
Mellon during the summer of 2015. 124 individuals rated 4,320 social media posts and 1,680
news clips along the three dimensions used in Affect Control Theory. The report includes a
description of the data, the training materials provided, and the consent form used for this study.

Introduction
This report describes the SOLO dataset, which is available to all researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University. The report has the following sections: study background, study setup and interface,
demographics, and data format description. This study was completed under IRB code HS14670.

Study background
“State-of-the-art” research in sentiment analysis has three problems: the approaches were
developed to analyze large bodies of text, it ignores the social context of social media, and it
does not consider social media’s international dimension. Social media text can be extremely
short – making traditional machine learning approaches difficult, as the data to be classified has
features not included in the training set. It is inherently social – frequently responding to
individuals or events.

Most approaches focus exclusively on content[71]-[73]. For example, a user posting she is ill
will receive positive, supportive posts on social media. The illness would be misclassified as a
positive event due to the positive words in their responses. Finally, posts contain international
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content – cultures affect how individuals respond to events. Affect control theory formalizes the
way that individuals respond to events by classifying evaluation, potency, and action, allowing
for cross-cultural comparisons of events [78], [79].

To address these problems, the Social Media ACTion study had three primary goals:
1. To examine the role of context in evaluating valence of social media posts
2. To expand the lexicons available for Affect Control Theory
3. To develop a gold standard sentiment dataset of hand-labeled social media and news
posts

To achieve the first goal, participants were asked to evaluate a set of Twitter posts twice: once,
seeing a Twitter response post before seeing the original post, and the second time, seeing the
response post directly beneath the original post. The second goal is product of analysis done on
this dataset. The third goal is the primary focus of this technical report.

Study Participants
Individuals were recruited for 45 minute sessions to evaluate 90 social media posts and received
$8 compensation in the form of an Amazon Gift Card. Individuals were recruited from both the
CMU Center for Behavioral and Decision Research (CBDR) as well as from flyers posted
around the Oakland neighborhood of Pittsburgh. To qualify for the study participants had to be
over 18 years of age and native English speakers to ensure that participants understood all social
media posts. Individuals who did not finish the study were compensated at the rate of 6 cents per
social media post. More information about participant demographics is available in a later
section of this technical report.
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Study interface
Initially, participants were asked to attend in-person sessions and input answers using an internal
CASOS server using a modified version of a survey designed for collecting medical informatics
[99]. To facilitate collection over the course of the summer, however, we switched to using
Qualtrics after 6 individuals had taken our study. We have updated the data collected from these
participants so that all data is comparable, regardless of which platform the data was collected
from. In particular, following best practice in Affect Control Theory coding there are three
features of the interface that we manipulated to reduce framing and anchoring heuristics: double
labeled axes, changing the lateral direction of intensity for “Activity” evaluations, and having an
individual axis on each page seen by the participant [100].

Figure 32. Sample evaluation screenshot taken from training slides.
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In particular, note that:
1. We asked participants to evaluate the statement from a “general” perspective – which
increases overall inter-rater agreement rates [83]
2. Participants rated statements on a 5-point Likert scale
3. Participants rated the same statement along Evaluation, Potency, and Activity scales
immediately, on separate screens
4. Axes were given two reference points:
a. Evaluation: Negative/Unpleasant to Positive/Pleasant
b. Potency: Weak/Powerless to Strong/Powerful
c. Activity: Active/Exciting to Passive/Unexciting
5. Activity was evaluated with “Active” on the left hand side and “Passive” on the right
hand side to emphasize its distinction from potency
Participants each underwent a five minute training session to familiarize themselves with the
ACT concepts of “Evaluation”, “Potency”, and “Activity”. These slides, as well as the
accompanying script, are available as an appendix to this technical report.

Questionnaire Structure
Participants who encoded Twitter posts rated posts in the following order (keep in mind ACT
required participants to evaluate each post three times):
I.
II.
III.

30 “standalone” Twitter posts (90 evaluations)
30 “conversation” Twitter posts (180 evaluations)
a. Response seen first
b. Original post seen second
30 Response Twitter posts (90 evaluations)

The posts in section III were identical to the posts in section IIA; however, while in Section II
they were presented in isolation, in section III they were presented together with the original post
they responded to.
Participants who encoded news clips simply rated 120 sentences or sentence pairs.
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Data Source
To ensure a diverse set of evaluations, we utilized four distinct topics across two platforms –
Twitter and news articles pulled from Lexis Nexis. We ensured to the best of our ability that all
tweets and news articles evaluated were in English; if non-English words were utilized,
participants were instructed to mark the message as “Neutral”.
For “general” topics – we utilized the “Gardenhose” Twitter dataset. It is part of a larger
dataset available at CMU that is composed of 10% of the total Twitter firehose. We selected
random tweets from this dataset to represent commonly used English on Twitter. For news
articles, we utilized sentences from the 2014 New York Times set of editorials.
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Table 66. Table of different topics used

Nuclear

Arab Spring

General

Dates Covered

Sep 2014 – Oct
2014

Oct 2009-Nov 2013

Sep 2013 – Aug
2014

Typhoon
Haiyan
November –
December 2013

Sample
Keywords

Nuclear
proliferation, heavy
water, uranium

Tahrir Square,
Arab Spring

Number of
Twitter Posts
Number of
News Clips

1,080

1,080

n/a for
Gardenhose; New
York Times
editorials
1,080

Typhoon
Haiyan,
Typhoon
Yolanda
1,080

420

420

420

420

Demographics
The primary constraints on participants involved being able to attend an in-person coding session
in Pittsburgh and being over 18 years old. We expected to have a body of participants that
matched closely with the undergraduate population at Carnegie Mellon; while this was largely
the case, we also had participants from the local Pittsburgh community. We had a total of 124
participants. All demographics questions were asked at the end of the study and were completely
voluntary.
Table 67. Gender of participants

Female

77 (62%)

Male

47 (38%)

Other / Decline to state

0 (0%)

Table 68. Age distribution of participants

Under 25

73 (59%)

25-30

25 (20%)

31-40

10 (8%)

41-50

5 (4%)

Over 50

11 (9%)
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While we screened for native English speakers, we asked participants to rate their own English
ability. 4 individuals (3%) self-identified as speaking English “well” as opposed to 120
individuals (97%) identifying their English proficiency as native speakers. We also asked
individuals to identify other languages spoken at home. 88 (71%) of participants said that they
only spoke English at home.
Table 69. Count of other languages spoken at home by participants

No other languages spoken at home

88

American Sign Language

1

Chinese (Mandarin)

4

Czech

1

Spanish

6

French

3

Guajarati

2

Hindi

6

Tamil

5

Marathi

4

Telugu

1

Kannada

1

Taiwanese

1

Punjabi

1

Russian

2

Urdu

2

Vietnamese

1

We asked participants to identify their race and ethnicity. Participants were able to select more
than one category of race. 4 individuals (3%) self-identified as being Hispanic, Latino, or
Spanish origin.
Table 70. Participant ethnic and racial distribution. Individuals could select multiple categories.

American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian or Pacific Islander
Black or African American

0 (0%)
43 (35%)
12 (10%)

White

72 (58%)
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Other

4 (3%)

Data Format
The data is available on the CASOS Megadon server, which can be accessed at
megadon.casos.cs.cmu.edu. The data is located on the D:// drive under “Public SOLO Data”.
An additional folder containing the questionnaires uploaded to Qualtrics, for researchers
interested in replicating the study, is available upon request.
Eval_Tweets and Eval_News contain Evaluative ratings of tweets and news clips respectively;
Power_Tweets and Power_News contain Power ratings, and Active_Tweets and Active_News
contain Activity tweets.
Tweet row names have the format: “X[[NUMBER1]]_[R/S]_[[NUMBER2]].[[NUMBER3]].
News row names have the format: “[[LETTER1]]_X[[NUMBER1]]_S_[[NUMBER2]].
[NUMBER1] refers to the Tweet ID - this is located in either ArabSpring, Garden, Haiyan, or
NukeTweets.tsv. [LETTER1] identifies the news topic – “A” for Arab Spring, “G” for General,
“N” for nuclear, and “T” for Typhoon.
S indicates that the tweet was evaluated in isolation.
R indicates that the tweet was evaluated in context. You can view the mapping of what this
tweet responded to in the XX_Pairs.tsv text file.
[NUMBER2] refers to the EPA rating, where 0 = evaluative, 1 = power, 2 = activity.
[NUMBER3] occasionally some tweets were selected twice. If this is the case, there will be a .1
or .2 after the main string identifying the tweet.
For Evaluation, the 5 point Likert goes from Most negative = 1 to most positive = 5.
For Power, the 5 point Likert goes from Weakest = 1 to Strongest = 5.
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For Activity, the 5 point Likert goes from Most Active = 1 to Most Passive = 5.

Lessons Learned
Over the course of conducting this study, several lessons were learned. I hope this document can
serve to improve future studies.
For Carnegie Mellon researchers – I highly recommend advertising the study on the
Center for Behavioral and Decision Making Research (CBDR) website (http://cbdr.cmu.edu).
Studies performed online (such as those which would normally be done through Amazon
Mechanical Turk) can also be posted to that website. I had significantly more success recruiting
participants through CBDR than through flyers.
Carnegie Mellon also maintains a subscription to Qualtrics. This is particularly useful as
Qualtrics allows for individuals to create relatively customized questionnaires very easily, as
outlined in their technical support [101]. What isn’t mentioned in their reference notes is that
you can utilize basic HTML formatting – which significantly improves the presentation of the
questionnaire.
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Appendix: Training Slides
Slide 1

Training: Affect Control Theory
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Slide 2

Slide 3

Slide 4
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Affect Control Theory (ACT)
• We perceive social identities through dimensions of
sentiment
• Social events change sentiment and evoke emotion
within us
• Structuring sentiment along three specific
dimensions allows for cross-cultural comparisons of
emotion

Heise, “Social action as the control of affect”. Systems Research and Behavioral Science 1977 (22).
Heise, Expressive Order: Confirming Sentiments in Social Actions. (2007).
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Slide 5
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Slide 6

Dimensions of Sentiment (cont.)
• ACT’s three dimensions of sentiment are:
– Evaluation – how “good” or “bad”, “positive” or
“negative”, “pleasant” or “unpleasant” something
is
– Potency – how “powerful” or “powerless”
something is, the degree of status something or
someone exhibits
– Activity – how “active” or “passive” something is,
the level to which it provokes excitement
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Slide 7 – Two versions provided. Initially used “Breaking Bad” example to illustrate how
Twitter users had conversations on the platform, switched to President Obama’s “peas in
guacamole” comment after it was made during the summer of 2015.
Conversations example 1:

Conversations on Twitter
Add green peas to your guacamole. Trust us. [[URL]]

Original post

respect the nyt, but not buying peas in guac.
onions, garlic, hot peppers. classic. [[URL]]
.@nytimes Don't stop there. Ever get
them on your ballpark frank? Mmm,
mmmm. [[URL]]

Response posts
normally have @user at
front of message

Slide 8
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Twitter Peculiars
• Retweets: how information is spread across twitter
– Sometimes prefaced with RT, or quotes around the tweet
– E.g. “@potus: respect the nyt, but not buying peas in guac.
onions, garlic, hot peppers. classic. [[URL]]”
– MT: ‘Modified Tweet’, effectively the same

• Hashtags: #whatsupwiththat #topic #trending
– Use # to indicate topics
– Some tweets have multiple hashtags

• Responding to others: @user1
– Sometimes posts have @user at beginning of tweet
– Messages with @user later in message used to alert others
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Slide 9

Sample Tweets: Negative, Strong,
Neutral Activity
For Robertson, it's about nuclear weapons and
being part of the big boys club while our people
frequent foodbanks. No more. #indyref #yes

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Message clearly negative on Robertson. Robertson a powerful individual, “part of the big boys
club”; neither active nor passive as it’s unclear what action he is taking.
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Slide 10

Sample Tweets: Positive, Strong, Passive
Black is beautiful. White is beautiful. Asian is
beautiful. Hispanic is beautiful. Fat is beautiful.
Skinny is beautiful. YOU are beautiful.

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

All positive statements. All empowering statements – however, also all passive. Unclear what
action is being taken here.
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Slide 11

Sample Tweets: Negative, Weak , Passive
"I'm afraid that if there's someone else catches
your attention more, you'll forget about me, then
ignore me and the worst is replace me."

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Message of a 14-year-old angsty teenager that you want to reach out and hug – clearly, a
negative message, they feel weak, and they feel inactive.
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Slide 12

Sample Tweets: Neutral, Weak, Active
Visitors to Yellowstone scramble after a family of
black bears got too close for comfort: [URL]

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Here’s an example of a neutral tweet – neither positive or negative; it’s just reporting the news.
However, it’s weak as the people in the sentence had to run away – which is itself an active
process.
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Slide 13

Sample Tweets: Negative, Strong and
Passive
social media star is not aware of the internet
power WHAT A SHOCK

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Finally, a sarcastic tweet. A bit negative, mocking a powerful “social media star” – someone
with status. But also passive; the message mocks the “star” for their inaction.
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Twitter evaluators shown the following three slides, which highlight “User 1” and “User 2”
Slide 14

Interface of tool

For keyboard control:
use tab to move
between options
Use spacebar to select
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Slide 15

Interface of tool

Axes of evaluation will change:
Same text, evaluate 3x
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Slide 16

Interface of tool: Context
How does seeing the original
context of the tweet impact
evaluation?
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Evaluate User 2’s
statement

Individuals evaluating news clips first saw the news clip examples, followed by screenshots of
the interface.
Slide 17

360 questions
• Breakdown of questions:
• 120 news clips
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Slide 18

Interface of tool

For keyboard control:
use tab to move
between options
Use spacebar to select
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Slide 19

Interface of tool

Axes of evaluation will change:
Same text, evaluate 3x
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The following news clips examples were provided to individuals rating news statements.
Slide 20

Sample Clip: Negative, Strong, Neutral
Activity
IT IS wrong to suggest that the European Court of Justice is
undermining the European Union's sanctions against Iran, or
that the court does not take national security or nuclear
proliferation seriously.

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Slightly negative – the Court of Justice is clearly missing something here. These are powerful
institutions. However, since we don’t know what action is taking place, neither active nor
passive.
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Slide 21

Sample Clip: Negative, Weak , Passive
Improving intelligence performance has been a focus for the
West since the September 11, 2001, attacks and the 2003 Iraq
invasion, events involving profound faults in preparedness.

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

A negative statement – ”faults in preparedness”. The institution is being brought up in the
context of weakness – 9/11 – so weak. But very active – the statement is focusing on how to
improve intelligence.
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Slide 22

Sample Clip: Neutral, Strong, Active
Former US president George Bush launched the Iraq invasion
citing a threat of weapons of mass destruction from Saddam
Hussein's government. No such weapons were ever found.

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Neutral statement – while written in a slightly negative tone, alone these sentences are neutral.
Strong institutions referenced. Active positions taken.
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Slide 23

Sample Clip: Negative, Strong and
Passive
The Senate is scheduled to hold hearings today on a
dangerous new treaty negotiated by the Clinton
Administration that would lift longstanding controls
on nuclear trade.

Negative
Unpleasant

Positive
Pleasant

Weak
Powerless

Strong
Powerful

Active
Exciting

Passive
Unexciting

Slightly negative here – a “dangerous” new treaty. “Senate”, “Clinton Administration” powerful
institutions. However, passive – it’s not that the Senate is holding hearings – they’re “scheduled
to hold” hearings.
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Appendix: Consent Form
Online Consent Form: Social Media ACTion

This social media coding is part of a research study conducted by Will Frankenstein and Kenneth
Joseph at Carnegie Mellon University and is funded by Crosswalk- Graduate Student Small
Project.
The purpose of the research is to develop a ‘gold standard’ of social media posts encoded by
affect control theory. The three dimensions measured in affect control theory are: emotion
(positive to negative), powerful (weak to strong), and action (lively to quiet).
Procedures
Participants will view a variety of short, anonymous social media posts, and rate them along a 5
point Likert scale for each of the three dimensions of affect control theory. In some cases,
participants will see a social media post twice; this will be done to provide more context for the
original post.
The study is expected to take 45 minutes to complete.
Participant Requirements
Participation in this study is limited to individuals age 18 and older. Participants must be native
English speakers.
Risks
The risks and discomfort associated with participation in this study are no greater than those
ordinarily encountered in daily life or during other online activities. The primary risk to
participants is boredom or fatigue from reading several social media posts in one sitting.
Benefits
There may be no personal benefit from your participation in the study but the knowledge
received may be of value to humanity.
Compensation & Costs
Participants will be paid $8 in Amazon gift cards for completion of the study. Individuals who
do not complete the study will be compensated at a rate of 6 cents per social media post viewed
in Amazon gift cards.
There will be no cost to you if you participate in this study.
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Confidentiality
The data captured for the research does not include any personally identifiable information about
you. We will capture some summary demographic information about you, but it will not be
linked to yourself or the data provided.
Your data and consent form will be kept separate. Your consent form will be stored in a locked
location on Carnegie Mellon property and will not be disclosed to third parties. By participating,
you understand and agree that the data and information gathered during this study may be used
by Carnegie Mellon and published and/or disclosed by Carnegie Mellon to others outside of
Carnegie Mellon. However, your name, address, contact information and other direct personal
identifiers in your consent form will not be mentioned in any such publication or dissemination
of the research data and/or results by Carnegie Mellon.
Right to Ask Questions & Contact Information
If you have any questions about this study, you should feel free to ask them by contacting the
Principal Investigator, Will Frankenstein, PhD Candidate in Department of Engineering & Public
Policy, Baker Hall 129, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 / frankenstein@cmu.edu / 412589-9788. If you have questions later, desire additional information, or wish to withdraw your
participation please contact the Principal Investigator by mail, phone or e-mail in accordance
with the contact information listed above.
If you have questions pertaining to your rights as a research participant; or to report objections to
this study, you should contact the Office of Research integrity and Compliance at Carnegie
Mellon University. Email: irb-review@andrew.cmu.edu . Phone: 412-268-1901 or 412-268-5460.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this research is voluntary. You may discontinue participation at any time
during the research activity. However, not completing the study will mean that you will not be
compensated for your time.
[Design the web page so that the following questions must be answered appropriately before the
individual can proceed to the study task.]
I am age 18 or older.

Yes

No

I have read and understand the information above.

Yes

No

I want to participate in this research and continue with the coding

Yes

No

[if the answer is no to any of the above questions, the individual cannot participate and
should not be allowed to proceed to the next question.]
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Appendix B: Ego Nets of 2015
This appendix contains the ego nets of ally and hostility networks in 2015. Blue nodes indicate
countries without nuclear weapons; yellow indicates countries with nuclear weapons. Green ties
indicate an alliance; red indicates a hostility. Alliance information is taken from COW; Hostility
information is taken from the International Crisis Behavior dyadic dataset. Both networks reflect
a 10-year span, from 2005-2015.
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Table 71. Table of network isolates
Alliance Network Isolates
Andorra, Austria, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Botswana, Brunei,
Burma, Cambodia, Comoros,
Cuba, Cyprus, East Timor, Fiji,
Indonesia, Ireland, ISIS,
Kiribati, Kosovo, Laos,
Lesotho, Liechtenstein,
Macedonia, Madagascar,
Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives,
Malta, Marshall Islands,
Mauritius, Micronesia,
Monaco, Montenegro,
Mozambique, Nauru, Nepal,
New Zealand, Palau, Papua
New Guinea, Samoa, San
Marino, Seychelles, Singapore,
Slovenia, Solomon Islands, Sri
Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland,
Taiwan, Thailand, Tonga,
Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Vietnam

Hostility Network Isolates
Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Antigua
Barbuda, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Bahamas,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Belize,
Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana,
Brazil, Brunei, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burma, Burundi,
Cameroon, Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chile,
Colombia, Comoros, Congo, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cuba,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominica, Dominican
Republic, East Timor, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador,
Equatorial Guinea, Estonia, Federated States of Micronesia,
Fiji, Finland, Gabon, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Greece,
Grenada, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Guyana, Haiti,
Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Indonesia, Iraq, Ireland,
Jamaica, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kiribati, Kosovo,
Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Latvia, Lesotho, Liberia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia,
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta,
Marshall Islands, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Moldova,
Monaco, Mongolia, Montenegro, Morocco, Mozambique,
Namibia, Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Palau,
Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Rwanda, Samoa, San Marino, Sao Tome
and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Solomon Islands,
South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, St Kitts and Nevis, St
Lucia, St Vincent, Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden,
Switzerland, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Togo, Tonga,
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu,
Uganda, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Uzbekistan,
Vanuatu, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia,
Zimbabwe
Egonet Isolates (not connected in either Alliance or Hostility Networks): Andorra, Austria,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Botswana, Brunei, Burma, Comoros, Cuba, Cyprus, East Timor, Fiji,
Indonesia, Ireland, Kiribati, Laos, Lesotho, Lichtenstein, Macedonia, Madagascar, Malawi,
Malaysia, Maldives, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritius, Micronesia, Monaco, Montenegro,
Mozambique, Nauru, Nepal, New Zealand, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, San Marino,
Seychelles, Singapore, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Vietnam
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Figure 33. Egonet of Afghanistan
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Figure 34. Egonet of Albania
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Figure 35. Egonet of Algeria
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Figure 36. Egonet of Angola
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Figure 37. Egonet of Antigua
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Figure 38. Egonet of Argentina
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Figure 39.Egonet of Armenia

Figure 40. Egonet of Australia
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Figure 41. Egonet of Azerbaijan
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Figure 42 .Egonet of Bahamas
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Figure 43. Egonet of Bahrain
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Figure 44. Egonet of Barbados
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Figure 45. Egonet of Belarus
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Figure 46. Egonet of Belgium
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Figure 47. Egonet of Belize
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Figure 48. Egonet of Benin
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Figure 49. Egonet of Bolivia
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Figure 50. Egonet of Bosnia.
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Figure 51. Egonet of Brazil
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Figure 52. Egonet of Bulgaria
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Figure 53. Egonet of Burkina Faso
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Figure 54. Egonet of Burundi

Figure 55. Egonet of Cambodia
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Figure 56. Egonet of Cameroon
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Figure 57. Egonet of Canada
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Figure 58. Egonet of Cape Verde
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Figure 59. Egonet of CAR
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Figure 60. Egonet of Chad
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Figure 61. Egonet of Chile
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Figure 62. Egonet of China
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Figure 63. Egonet of Columbia
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Figure 64. Egonet of Congo
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Figure 65. Egonet of Costa Rica
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Figure 66. Egonet of Croatia
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Figure 67. Egonet of Czech Republic

Figure 68. Egonet of Democratic Republic of the Congo
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Figure 69. Egonet of Denmark
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Figure 70. Egonet of Djibouti
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Figure 71. Egonet of Dominica
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Figure 72. Egonet of Dominican Republic
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Figure 73. Egonet of Ecuador
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Figure 74. Egonet of Egypt
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Figure 75. Egonet of El Salvador
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Figure 76. Egonet of Equatorial Guinea
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Figure 77. Egonet of Eritrea
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Figure 78. Egonet of Estonia
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Figure 79. Egonet of Ethiopia
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Figure 80. Egonet of Finland

191

Figure 81. Egonet of France

Figure 82. Egonet of Gabon
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Figure 83. Egonet of Gambia
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Figure 84. Egonet of Georgia
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Figure 85. Egonet of Germany

195

Figure 86. Egonet of Ghana

196

Figure 87. Egonet of Greece

197

Figure 88. Egonet of Grenada

198

Figure 89. Egonet of Guatemala

199

Figure 90. Egonet of Guinea
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Figure 91. Egonet of Guinea-Bissau
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Figure 92. Egonet of Guyana
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Figure 93. Egonet of Haiti
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Figure 94. Egonet of Honduras
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Figure 95. Egonet of Hungary
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Figure 96. Egonet of Iceland
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Figure 97. Egonet of India
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Figure 98. Egonet of Iran

208

Figure 99. Egonet of Iraq

209

Figure 100. Egonet of ISIS
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Figure 101. Egonet of Israel
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Figure 102. Egonet of Italy

212

Figure 103. Egonet of Ivory Coast
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Figure 104. Egonet of Jamaica

214

Figure 105. Egonet of Japan

215

Figure 106. Egonet of Jordan

216

Figure 107. Egonet of Kazakhstan

Figure 108. Egonet of Kenya
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Figure 109. Egonet of Kosovo (Yugoslavia)
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Figure 110. Egonet of Kuwait
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Figure 111. Egonet of Kyrgyzstan

Figure 112. Egonet of Latvia
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Figure 113. Egonet of Lebanon
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Figure 114. Egonet of Liberia

Figure 115. Egonet of Libya
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Figure 116. Egonet of Lithuania
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Figure 117. Egonet of Luxembourg

Figure 118. Egonet of Mali
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Figure 119. Egonet of Mauritania

Figure 120. Egonet of Mexico
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Figure 121. Egonet of Moldova
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Figure 122. Egonet of Mongolia
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Figure 123. Egonet of Morocco.
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Figure 124. Egonet of Namibia

Figure 125. Egonet of Netherlands
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Figure 126. Egonet of Nicaragua

Figure 127. Egonet of Niger
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Figure 128. Egonet of Nigeria

Figure 129. Egonet of North Korea
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Figure 130. Egonet of Norway
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Figure 131. Egonet of Oman

Figure 132. Egonet of Pakistan
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Figure 133. Egonet of Panama

Figure 134. Egonet of Paraguay
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Figure 135. Egonet of Peru

Figure 136. Egonet of Philippines
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Figure 137. Egonet of Poland
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Figure 138. Egonet of Portugal
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Figure 139. Egonet of Qatar
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Figure 140. Egonet of Romania
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Figure 141. Egonet of Russia

Figure 142. Egonet of Rwanda
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Figure 143. Egonet of Sao Tome

Figure 144. Egonet of Saudi Arabia
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Figure 145. Egonet of Senegal
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Figure 146. Egonet of Sierra Leone
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Figure 147. Egonet of Slovakia

Figure 148. Egonet of Somalia
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Figure 149. Egonet of South Africa

Figure 150. Egonet of South Korea
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Figure 151. Egonet of South Sudan

Figure 152. Egonet of Spain
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Figure 153. Egonet of St. Kitts

Figure 154. Egonet of St. Lucia
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Figure 155. Egonet of St. Vincent

Figure 156. Egonet of Sudan
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Figure 157. Egonet of Suriname
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Figure 158. Egonet of Swaziland
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Figure 159. Egonet of Syria
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Figure 160. Egonet of Tajikistan
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Figure 161. Egonet of Tanazania

Figure 162. Egonet of Thailand
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Figure 163. Egonet of Togo

Figure 164. Egonet of Tunisia
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Figure 165. Egonet of Turkey
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Figure 166. Egonet of Turkmenistan

Figure 167. Egonet of UAE
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Figure 168. Egonet of Uganda

Figure 169. Egonet of Ukraine
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Figure 170. Egonet of United Kingdom

Figure 171. Egonet of United States
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Figure 172. Egonet of Uruguay
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Figure 173. Egonet of Uzbekistan
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Figure 174. Egonet of Venezuela
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Figure 175. Egonet of Yemen

Figure 176. Egonet of Zambia
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Figure 177. Egonet of Zimbabwe
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